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PRE,.,ACE 
Thil report eDal)'zel charecteriltici or active control deliEn cetbodl 
for rotorcr.!t vibration reduction. The rrcqucncy-docain formulatioD is 
compared asainlt the receDtly proposed tice-domaiD approach. 
The reaearch WIS conducted under the spoDsorship or the National 
Aeronautics and Space AdmiDistr~tioD. Ames Research Center. throuEh Contract 
NAS2-11271. 
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- woithlin, matrices in the time domain control design approach 
coefficients in an autoregressive mOYing averace 
representation of rotorera!t vibration 
B - innovati~n covariance 
C - control ,ain in the frequency-doeain approach 
CI , e2 , C3 - control lain in the time-domain e~proach 
Ee.) - ezpeeted value of a quantity 
F,G.II.D - eatrices which describe rotorcreft system dynamics in the time 
doeain 
rejld) 
- Cilter spectrum 
G 
ImC.) 
j 
1 
InC. ) 
- sain 
- imaginary part of a matrix' 
- penalty Cunction Cor·time domain or frequency-domain control 
desisn approach 
- Kalman estimator gain 
- natural logarithm 
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q 
Re(.) 
, 
s( jill) 
t 
T 
T Ell 
- Ji~elihood function 
- number of measurement channels 
- Sa"rlo points per vibration cycle 
- ~e.lurement noise or modeling error also index for control 
update in the frequency-domain arprocch 
- spectrWl. of n 
- number of Dlades 
- raramcter vector 
- number of inputa 
- real part of a matrix 
- number of state variables in the time-domain description 
- frequency dependent weil!hting matrix t·or Elluimum-likelihood 
estimation 
- parameter$ in T represented as a vector 
- transfer matrix 
- modeled transfer function 
- true transfer function 
- measurc~ent nuise At the ith time sample roint 
- measurement noise in vioration ha~onicB 
v. V 
n 
w 
to· 
- covariance of mealurement noile 
- vibration source 
- spectrua of random noise w 
"z' "0' \\'40 - weighting functions in perfor:nance indes 
x 
z 
z 
n 
z 
o 
- state vector 
- time history of vibration output 
- harmonic ~f the vibration level 
- rotorcraft vibration harmonic over the nth measurement cycle 
- open JOop vibration 
r - noise distribution matrix 
A - sampling interval 
A(.) - change in any quantity froD one update point to the next 
6D - defined as vn- 1 (d~layed version of measurement noise in the 
frequency domain 
- noise added to transfer matrix to enlure that the Kalman rilter does 
Dot start ignoring future measurements 
On - harmonic of the input over the nth cycle 
A - eigenvalue of mmtrix 
v 
v - innovation. (diff,rencc between a ~easure~ent and its espected value 
based on past data) 
t - vector representing outputs of an unda~rod filter at the vibration 
frequency if the input to tbe filter is rotorcreft vibration 
- defined AS v 
n 
n - 3.141!i9 
~ - covariance of estimation error in T 
~ - control input update interval for the frequency-domain aprroach 
~, state transition matrix for parameter estieating Kalean tilter, 
transition mat~i% for discrete state-space transition 
o - a%imuth reference &n&lo for applied control input 
$ - rotor a%ieuth anglc 
n - rotor speed 
III - frequency 
III - vibration frequency 
v 
vi 
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.subscripts 
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- cosine term, or controller 
d 
- disturbance related transfer function 
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- lth sample point in the time domain 
m 
- measured value 
max - masimum value 
n 
- nth satlple point in the frequency domain 
r 
- sample point for estimation 
s 
- sine term 
t 
- true value 
v - vibration 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 
SECI'ION 1 
INTI!OI)UfTIO,N 
One of the major difficulties in the acc~ptance of rotorcraft for both 
cOJ:llllcrcial and military applications is the mechanical vibration .level. 
. There arc several significant vibration sources in rotorcraft. including 
rotors. transmission systems. and engines. Rotor and fuselage flexibilities 
amplify the effects of the vibration sources. The level and spectrum of 
,'i.bution varies along the fuselage. The tnnsmission of rotor blade cyclic 
IJads into the fuselage represents a major source of vibration. It is 
easily shown that the major components of transmitted forcet are at N/rev. 
2N/rcv. 3N/rev ••• etc •• where N is the number of rotor bladas [1.21. 
Without control. the vibration levels in rotorcraft may exceed 0.25 g--
significantly higher than those for fixed-wing aircraft. For a four-bladed 
rotor turning at 240 rpm. the vibration would occur at 16B~. 32n~. 48n~ •••• 
etc. At tLese frequencies and levels. the vibration degrades both the 
pilot/passenger ride quality and increases maintenance requirecents. 
Reduction of rotor-induc~d vibration is of major importance in future 
rotorcraft developments. 
For many years. mass-spring-damper systems have been used for 
rotorcraft vibration reduction. These systems are heavy and have a limited 
effectiveness range. Considerable research has recently been done on 
'active' teehniques. which reduce vibration by directly changing the blade 
pitch which produces aerodynamic forces to counterbalance the vibration 
loads. This report studies two approaches that have aeen proposed fwT the 
active control of helicopter vibration. 
1.2 A("fl\'E ('O~TROL OF ROTORCRAFT V III RATION 
lwo a~proaches have been ~roposed to reduce rotor-induced vibration in 
helicopters through activc control of rotor blade pitch angle--one based on 
frequency-domain analysis and the other based on a time-domain model. The 
frequency-domain approach using multicyclic feedback control is the more 
established approach. It has been stu~ied theoretically and validated in 
certair. wind tunnel experiments [31. The frequency-domain approach uses a 
~odel ~hich relates amplitudes and phases of vibrstion and multicyclic 
inputs. The time-domain approach uses a model ""hich relates the time 
history response of vibration with input time history. It has been possible 
to us~ this model bec~use of recent work in frequency-shaped modern control 
design methodology [41. It has becn tested on a detailed roto~ systems 
research aircraft (RSRA) simulation, which includes fuselage flexibilities 
but does not include rotor acroelastic effects [51. Both approaches have 
been studied in this report to evaluate potential advantages and 
disadvantage s. 
1.3 SUMMARY OF KEY WORK 
The key results from this research a~e as follows: 
(i) There arc many similarities but important differences between 
the frequency-domain and time-domain formulations of the active 
rotorcraft vibration suppression problem (see Sections 2 and 3). 
Both approaches are similar to the extent that they are 
formulated to control vibration at discrete frequencies. The 
major differences in their behaviors arise because the time-
domain approach updates the control at each sample point while 
the frequency rl~main approach updates the control after several 
vibration cycles. 
(ii) System identification techniques are available for both the 
time-domain and the frequency-domain approaches. These 
techniques can be used off-line or in real-time. The system 
ideutification approach used to identify the local frequency-
domain model can be extended for improved accuracy. 
(iii) Both the time-domain and the frequency-domain approaches 
havo been analyzed for transient behavior, robustness, 
susceptibility to various noise sources, and !mplementation 
complexity. 
2 
(iv) RotL random measurement noise Dnd low-frequency modulation of 
the uncontrolled vinration (caused by pilot inputs, gusts or 
other process noise sources) has been studied. The low-
frequency lDodulation of e,e vibration 'can cause sienificant 
errors in the identified models. 
(v) The theoretical devel~pments have been partially validated using 
simplified linear simulations. 
(vi) Further work is necessary to develop a fully-adaptive time-
dOlDain controller end to study its robustness and perfor.mance 
charact"lristics. 
1.4 SlJ~t\lARY OF REPORT 
The report is organized as fOllows. 
Section 2. of the report summarizes the frequency-domain and th~ time-
domain methods and their variations. 
Section 3 compares, evaluates and extends the two approaches for 
helicopter vibration control. 
Section 4 shows simulation results based on a simplified model. 
Section S gives the summary, conclusions and proposed work for future 
research. 
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SEn'JON 2 
llli:;rRJPTION OF THffi-OOHAJN ANn 
fREUllT:.NCY-OOMAIN ~:F.nIOIlS 
There arc two basic chnracterhtics of the helicopter vibration probleCl 
that directly impact the active cQntrol design and i~p!tmentation. 
() The hi~h-frequency noture of rotorcraft vibration necessitates 
hith-bandwidth actuators. sensors and control processors. The 
vibration frequcncy in most rotorcraft is hith enough such that 
aeroelastic and structural modes viII be within the control 
bandwidth when active control is used. Aeroelasticity con cause 
rotorcraft dynacics in the neighborhood of the vibration 
frequency to chon&e substantially froc one flight condition to 
another. 
(ii) The control Dction is desired in the neighborhood of ~idely 
separated discrete frequencies. 
All previous approaches are able to simplify the basic feedback control 
design approach by developing suppression techniques to cxpl icitl)' control 
disturbances ot discrete frequcncies. The ticc-domain approach and the 
frequency-domain approach differ \n the canner in which this character-istlc 
is utilized. i.e •• 
(1) The frequency-docain apprOAch attemp'ts to cini::dze the N/rev 
(2N/rev. etc.) Fourier transform component of the vibration 
output. through the use of a performance index which depends on 
Fourier components oC inputs and outputs. 
(2) The tice-domain approach opticizes a performance index with lar~e 
penalty on helicopter response which is narrow-bRnd filtered at 
tho vibrntion frequency. This makes it feasible to usc a tice-
do~ain dynamic model and update the control law at each saeple 
point. 
In this section. the essential characteristics of these 8ppr~8ches are 
described. This description Corms the basis Qf the developments oC the next 
section. 
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2. J FREOI'IJ\('Y-IIOHAU, ROlUItCnAJ." V JURATION ('O~'n(OI.Wp. 
1be f~equeDcy-domBin approach il baled on rQtorcraft behavior at the 
discrete vibration frequencies. Various formulations can be uled. They all 
require a cocbination of iden\ification end fcedback control computation 
steps. 
2.1.1 ~odel Form 
Tho control delj,n modd for the frequency-dol!lain arproach dcu:ribcs 
the relationlhip betwecll the N/rev hBrconici of the control inputl and the 
vibration at delired locationl on the rotorcraft. Other depende~t variablel 
like blade loads ~ay bo lubltituted for vibration. A diffcrent model il 
needed for each vibration frequency. A derendent variable mar be a 
perfon·,ance rau!:Ietcr or any othcr quantity of interelt. e., •• blade loadl. 
UlinS notation of Ref. [JJ, let I and 9 be tbe N/rc~ her:onici of thc 
n n 
depcndcnt-variable ,'ector and the control vector. respectively. In Iltetldy-
!!..!J.£. •• "Utling linoarity. zn end On are rel.ted by a trenlleer !:Illtrix. T, 
(2.1) 
where Zo il the N/rev harconic of the oren-loop vibration level. If the 
linearity does not hold over the entire rangc of controll, O. • locelly 
D 
linear model may be uled 
T (0 - 0 1) • n n n- (2.2) 
In the frequency do~.in vibration control delign .prro~ch. vibration 
levell are ce.sured at desired rOintl on the rotorcreft and In is 
cOrlputed throu£h han:lonic analYlis. A three-Itep procedure is tben used (i) 
to identify certain ~odel parameterl. (ii) to compute desired Coedback gain 
,'duci. and (iii) to compote harconic componcnts of tho clcsired feedback 
inputs. A schematic diasraa of tho frequency-domain vibration control law 
is shown in Figure 2-1. 
, ''P'. 0' •• « 0" ""* FMC ...... 
• 
The idontification il a ley Itrp in the overall procedure because T 
variel lubltantially with fliaht condition. 10lding and other operatin, 
variablel. 10 depends on the flisht condition al yell al the 8ult 
environment and pilot inpuh. The codel of I~quation (2.2) doel not 
ezplicitly tile thil variation into conlideration (it alsucel Zo il 
conltant). Zo will typically vAry ~ore than T. 
The identification problee conlists of ellieatins both T and Zo if 
the ~odel nf Equation (2.1) is uled. When the codel described by Equation 
(2.2) is used. only T needs to be estimated. If T is assuced blown or 
does not vary too cuch. 10 needs to be identified In the alobal model and 
no parameter needl to be estimated for the local model. 
Various forms of least-squares and [alman filter may be uled to solve 
the identification problem (3). All recursiVe approaches. including the 
talmln filter. are of the form (where 
which includes all ele~entl of T and 
t is the unknown par~eter vector. 
n 
if necellary) 
i · t + E (z - i ) 
n n-I n n n C2 .3) 
t 
n 
is the belt estimate of the paraQeters based On first n harmonic 
cycl es. % 
n 
is the best estimate of and can. in general. be written as 
or 
" I 
n 
,.. 
- T () n n + i o 
i • i + T (0 - 0 ) 
n n-l n n n-I 
(2.4) 
(2.S) 
The sain K 
n 
can be obtained by lolving estimation error covariance 
equations or be based on least-squares or stochastic sradient equations. A 
Kalman filter foreulation has often been Dsed (3]. It is necessary to 
consider T and modell driven by white nose luch that the gain K 
n 
ltaYI finite. Ezponential windows may. alternatively. be used to ensure 
that K is not reduced below en acc~ptcble licit. 
n 
M .-==' 
'fjnne=,=oe·.tMton= 
7 
:.A...,:... .. ~ 
= ...... 
• oil:' , .,. _ ... 
=m,...,*' 'M 
- --' .. . 
red; - j" -: 7',...;g;rl 
) 
The lo-called 'determiniltic controller' COMputOI the feedback saini by 
oinimizing a quadratic function of the foro 
J • z T~ z + 0 T~oO + AenT~AOAe 
n z n n D u (2.6) 
The control law il of the Corm 
'.n · J:n-I] ~ n-l (2.7) 
where 
(2.8) 
alluoin, that the Cirst matri: on the right-hand side is invertible. Note 
that iC TTWzT were invertible, We and WAO could be set to zero without 
the control activity becoming inCinite at any time point. 
Eztensions oC the detercinistic controller, described above. include . 
• tochastic methods. where gains are computed based on error. in parameter 
eltimates. This can lead to either a cautious control lew or a dual 
control~er. The main 
semidefinite term to 
many cases. a similar 
(3}. 
eCfect oC tbese e%t~nsions is to add a pOlitive 
T (T WzT + WAO) in Eq. 2.8, thus reducing the gain. 
effect could be achieved by modifying We or WAS 
2.1.4 I~pleoentntion of the Frequency-Doonin Controller 
In 
The frequency-domain vibration controller involves several step', which 
are repeated at regular intervals. Figure 2-2 shows the details oC the 
implement'tion for a four-bladed rotor. The input is updated once per 
several vibration cycles (typically once per rev or four vibration cyclel 
1\ 
-.. . ' .-. 
... 
ee1e' :eM 
Dd' 
• I 
) 
I 
for a four-bladed rotor). Tho control \Ipdllte IaDlrl ins rate is therefort' 
once rer ~ultiple vibration cycles. 
2.1.5 S~ar)' 
The frequency-domain approach uses a steady-state lI!odel, one of varioul 
identification rrocedures (sec Section 2.1.2) and one of several gain 
jett'rmination procedures (see Section 2.1.3) for the co~putation of the 
feedback control 1111'. lIartllonic: analysi s methods are needed to c!c. termine 
harmonic contents of the vibration at the N/rey frequencies. Sine and 
eosine wave reconstruction et'nerlltes the ti~c domain inputs. TYpically a 
control input is epplied and the rotor is allowed to reach a pseudo-steady 
state in several vibration cycles. "ea$urements are then talen for one or 
~ere cycles of vibration. With a small computation delay, the control input 
can then be updated. The control inputs are thus updated every four to ten 
cyclel of vibration. Table 2-1 from Ref. (3) s~mari%ea various options in 
the frequency-domain vibration controller implementation. 
Since the control harmonics 0 arc chansed continually, the 
n 
rotorcraft mey not be in sttady stete when the measurecents arc takcn. 
Y.aiting for the rotorcrnft to stabilize may cause unacceptable delays in 
computing feedback inputs. Thus, an autoregressive covina-averase (.UU~) 
form of the model ~ar be core appropriate where % depends on past values 
D 
of % and current and past vlllues of O. Such models are difficult to usc 
and have not been ~tudied, though they have been centioned by Johnson (31. 
Such codels could offer potential advantages in the frequency-do~ain 
vibration control designs, though they require higher computation tice. 
2.2 TIHE-DOHAIN APPROACIJ 
The timr.-do~ain approach uses a codel deCined in the state-space Corm 
together .ith II quadratic perforcancc in1ex to design. feedback control 
law. The standard tice-domain al1proach uses a perfoI'l:lance index. which 
places equal penllities on states, outputs. and controls at .11 frequenc!eE. 
A direct application of this approach to the rotorcreft vibration 
. ~. ~-:---- -: ... ,....._ ..... ,- - - -
.......... ,..,...:,:.:<aseI M'~·tMr 5 ,~t'\>~' MO"zm ... ·d'·:· '.9!iimr=t'- :r »5 ?a. 
.. 
.u~~res,jon control de'itn j, not Kuccessful becausc unnecessarily hieb . 
control activity occur, ovcr a .. ide frequency reaion. The wide bind nature 
of the controller Ilso requires In accuratc rOlorcr.ft model over a broad 
frer'lency rerion. I model which is difflcUl t to obtoin because it millht span 
~.ny bllde Ind fusela,e structural modes. 
t recent extension of the linear-quadratic-Clussian time domain 
methodolo£y makes it feasible to place larse penalties on outputs at 
selected frequency. This extenKion h called the frequency-shaping 
methodology [6). Application of this methodol03Y to rotorcraft vibration 
control leads to acceptable designs. 
2.2.2 Model for the Ti~e-nornoin Controller 
The model for the tiee-doenin control deSign rroblem starts with 
equations in the 5tatc variable form. If u. y and x arc control. outputs 
(or depcndent variable) and state tice histories respectively. the dynamic 
~odel takes the form (assuming linearity) 
i .. Fx + Gu • 
(2.9) 
y - Ox + Du + " 
The state variables represent translation. rotltionol or modal displacements 
Ind velocities or possibly nonphysical quantitie~ relating inputs and 
outputs. 11' is the vibration source. The dynamics eust include the effec'ts 
of rigid-body and rotor states as well as aeroelasticity and structural 
dynamics states. For a rotorcraft in for.ard flight. F. G, R, and D 
Ire periodiC functions of tice. 
The vibratioll frequency in rotorcraft is high enough such that the 
blade aeroelaltic modes and fuselage structural modes are i~portant. The 
codel used for vibration control must include tho gain And phase chanses 
produced by all the modes up to and beyond the vibration frequency. 
Normally tbis model could be very complex; however. the n5rrow-blnd nature 
of rotorcraft vibration simplifies the model needed for vibration contro~ 
desian .ince the model needs to be accurate ncar the helicopter vibration' 
)0 
.-eisn.ee' 
... = no"'" 
...... +:::;e~ 
: / 
frequency. Thus, a detailed rnodel for each mode is not ntcesnry. A 
narrow-hAnd model could be al,pro~imoted by a time-invariant reduced-order 
Dodel. The tirne-invariant 1:1Odel ducribes the output in tbe neirhborhood of 
N/rev resulting frem inputs in the neiFhborhood of N/rev. It would not, 
lor example, sho~ harlllonics in tbe output when inputs are arplied at N/rev. 
2.2.2 Control nesitn Approach 
The time-domain approacb uses a state-space model And optimizes a cost 
functionAl that places a larte penalty on fuselage accelerations at 
vibration frequencies. The solution to the optilllal control problem leads to 
a feedback law wbcre tbe fuselage accele~ations arc first liltered by 
undamped, second-order systems. This vibration control solution has been 
possible due to a recent extension of the well-kno~n optical control 
Cormulation. The extension allows frequency-dependent penalty functions on 
states And controls (6). 
Considering the 1II0del defined by (2.9), we select a cost fcnctional 
which places large penalties on the vibration output at the vibration 
frequency. The following quadratic cost functional can be used because the 
penalty at tbe vibration frequency, w
v
' is infinite. 
• (). A y 
4 
w 
v 
( 2 2)2 w -w 
v 
+ ueBu) dw , (2.10) 
where y represents those variables in which the vibration must be reduced. 
Note that there is infinite penalty on the component of y at the vibration 
frequency. y could be cOlllponents of translational or rotational velocity 
or acceleration at various points on the fuselage. 
The tillie-domain solution is obtained by defining an additional variable 
vector ~ as follows 
2 y", 
__ v_ 
2 2 
w -w 
v 
.. ~ (2.11) 
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and 
(2.13) 
1he resulting control law i. 
and the gains are obtaincd via an optimt1l control design program. Because 
of the multiplicity of open-loop ei£cnvalues. a Schur form (Appendix A and 
Ref. (7) algorithm must be used. If necessary. the states x may be 
derived from a state estimator based on ~ea£urements. y. The method is 
vcry robust because it can be shown that stability will ensure that thc 
vibration is completely controlled. 
Thc basic prOCEdure can bc extended to incorporate implementation 
difficulties and other requirements as follows: 
(1) The feedback of rotor states is eliminated by solving for rotor 
states in terms of fuselage accelerations (8). 
(2) Actuator/sensor dynamics arc included by adding more states. 
(3) The gains con be scheduled "'ith flight conditions, if necessary •. 
Extensive scheduling is not likely to be needed because of the 
high margin and zero-to-infinity gain margin (8). 
Thus. once t~e model is defined. the entire control design procedure is 
straightforward. The model can be obtained in on online procedure or it can 
be derive~ off-line. In the off-line procedurc, the control gains arc 
computed and stored. Only the control input is determined in real time. To 
date, the time-domain approach has only used simulation derived models. 
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2.3 ~Jlp~h!F-2C th~ FrequencY-no~ain and Time-nomain Mod~l~ 
The frequency-domain model oC Equations (2.1) or (2.2) and tho time-
domain model of (2.9) are closely related. To demonstrate the rel.tionship, 
we Ihall show procedures to convert one model form into the other. 
Conversion from tho tine-domain to the freguency-do~ain representation 
il obtained licply by computing the transfer function between y and u at 
the vibration frequency ~. In the following, % and 0 repre~ nt 
v n n 
complex variablel, with real and imaginary parts representing cosine and 
sine components. Note that the time-domain representation results in the 
same transfer ~atrix for both the cosine and the sine parts. 
% • yCjw ) .. 
n v 
-1 
n(jw I - F) G 
v 
u(jw ) + w(jw ) 
, v, , v, 
On %0 
(2.15) 
Conversion Crom the frequency-domain representation to the ti~e-dorn8in 
representation is non unique. Without giving any proof, we shall state that 
the simplest time-docain representation for a seneral frequeney-dooain 
transfer matrix is as follows (assuming the order of y is the same or m~re 
than the order of u) 
(2.16) 
y a Hx + Du + w • 
The order of the statc vector equals the number of independent variables 
x(jw ) = __ 1 __ u(jw ) 
v jw v 
v 
(2.17) 
U(JIII ) + .)jlll ) • 
V V 
Thus, if we choose 
13 
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D .. Re (T ) 
fa 
(2.18) 
The time-domain representation of (2.11) can ~~ ~ade equivalent to a general 
frequency-domain model. Note that the open-loop representation is neutrally 
stable. The closed-loop design will, of course, be stable as lon8 as H is 
full rank and all elements of yare to be controlled. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
This chdpter sucmarized the ti~e-domain and the frequency-domain 
D.ethods for active control of rotorcroft vibration. The nest chapter 
analyzes each of the techniques to enable on understanding of the relative 
tradeoffs in ucing the two cctbods. 
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SECl'lON 3 
tY'Al.YS IS OF TEl11NIOUES 
There are sevcral significant considerations in the use of an active 
feedback control design technique in real systems. These include 
perfor~ance under nominal and off-desie.n conditions. ease of design. 
reliability. maintainability. implementation complexity. and robustness. 
Some of the more i~portant analytical considerations are as follows: 
Identification of Mathematical Yodels for HelJcopter Vibrati~n Control 
~1An - All feedback control ccsign ~ethods require a mathematical 
model to describe tile reIcH tlships between appl ied control inputs and 
~ea!".p.d outputs. These models may. in general. be developed fro~ 
theoretical analysis or experimental d_ta. For helicopter vibraticn 
control desicn. system identifis~tion methods with experimental data 
are desirable because the moJel is required over a narrow frequency 
band and the theoretical analysis is likely to be very complex. Both 
r~al-time and off-line parameter estimation methods must be considered. 
Robustness - The active vibration c0~trol system must continue to 
operate satisfoctorily lind stahly with errors in parameters and models, 
used for control law design. In addition. the steady-state vibration 
level must be relatively insensitive ~ith respect to weighting 
functions used in control design. 
Transient nehavior - The time delny 1;eh'een chonges in the vibration 
and the rotorcraft approaching steady-state vibration should be small. 
This provides adequate performance in transient flight conditions and' 
in the presence of eusts. which have correlation times of 1 sec. or 
even less. Stability of the control law during the transient m~st be 
established. As has been shown recently. many adoptive control nethods 
may have very poor transient response. 
Susceptibility to Noise - The measurements taken on-hoard a helicopter 
are likely to be very noisy because of sienificant vibration and air 
turbulence. The techniques must be reasonably insensitive to 
meosure~ent and process noise. 
Implementation Considerntions - The effect of the active control design 
approach on octuntor. sensors. control procersor requirements is 
important because those will impact the over.all cost of the helicopter 
with active vibration control system. 
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nuring the course of this research. each ~f these issues was studied. 
In the fo11llwillS scctions of this chaI'ter, the most significant results are 
shown. 
3.1 SYSTE~I I11ENTJFlCATION 
This section discusses a selection of IIlgorithms to identify helicopter 
~odels suitable for use in vinration controller design and i~plecentation. 
Emphasis has ~een placed on deriving mathematical models from measured 
control inputs and vibration res~onse data. Previous techniques are 
extended to develop low order ~~dels that hold primarily in the immediate 
neir.hborhood of the ,'ibution frequenc~·. Doth bl1tch and recursive forms of 
identification meth01s are discussed. Batch methods are suitl1ble for off-
line identification, while recursive method$ might be applicable to real-
time identification as well as adaptive imple~entations. A major portion of 
the discussion is restrict~d to time-domain model identification since 
identification of frequeDcy-~omain models hilS been covered previously. 
Either an off-line or a real-time (on-line) approach may be used for 
the development of models from test data. If the off-line system 
identification approach is used, three steps arc required to derive the 
control law (Figure 3-1). 
In the first step. a test is plann~d and conducted. where preselected 
multicyclic inputs are applied to th= helicopter and the resulting response 
is measured and recorded. Then, the data is used in a batch mode to derive 
a highly accurate model of tbe helicopter in the oper~ting regions of 
interest. The identified model or its simplified form is used to derive the 
control 111w. Prior to implementation, the control law is evaluated for 
robustness and proper performance over the entire range of operating 
conditions. Failure modes are also tested and redundancy is built to avoill 
catastrophic results in cl1se of failure. Implecentation follows. 
In the on-line ap~roach. all of the above steps are cot.tlincd. The 
identification is done on-board in tbe helicopter and the control law is 
computed using the resulting model. Significant off-line planning and 
analysi~ are, nevertheless, need~d to ensure robustness of algorithms to 
noise,. failures, and sudden changes in model forms. The control law may be .' 
)6 
I 
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updated continuously or at cortain intervals. Such methods are referred to 
as 'self-tuning' or 'adaptive.' 
Not surprisingly, the basic ~ethods are si~ilar in off-line and on-line 
implementations. In either case, the model needs to be g~od only in the 
nelrhborhood of the vibration frequency. The model complexity must be kept 
low both to simplify on-board implementation complex~ty and because 
unnecessarily complex models can lead to sensitive and nonrobust control 
laws. The key to designing Food control laws for helicopter vibration 
reduction is to identify a low-order mathematical model in the neighborhood 
of the vibration frequency ar.d to develop a robust control scheme that can 
use this model. 
The next subsection summarizes system identification methods for the 
derivation of the model for frequency-domain cO"Jtrol design. Methods to 
derive applicable time-domain models are discussed in a subseqnent 
subsection. 
3.1.1 Identification of Frequency-Domain Models 
Johnson [3] provides a summary of the system identification methods 
that may be used for the frequency-domain models. We shall show the basic 
results for the local model (extensions of the results to other models are 
straightforward). 
~z = z - z = T~e 
n n n-l n (J.l) 
Let vn be the measurement noise ir zn • i.e •• 
z .. z + v 
DID n n 
(3.2) 
The most common off-line procedure is the least-squares. Substituting 
(3.2) in (3.1). we get 
llz 
nm 
(z + v ) 
n n 
J 7 
-- -- ~. ----.~------------~--. 
-, 
= (z - z ) + (v - v ) 
n n-l n. n-l 
.. TAO + e 
n n 
ORlmN~L PAG:::: t~ 
OF PO ~~ QUALIrf 
(3.3) 
where en "n - v
n
- 1 • TIle estimation model is defined by E/!. (3.3) with 
noise en' Note that en is correlated with en- 1 (= vn- 1 - vn- 2 ) and 
e
n
+1 (= vn+1 - vn). If V is the covariance of the measurement noise vn 
and the noise has a Gaussian distribution, the least-squares estimate based 
on minimizes 
T T 
e
T ) 4V -V 0 (e 1 , e2 , ... , n 0 
-1 
e1 
-V 4V co 2 
0 
0 
4V -V (3.4) 
o -V 4V e 
n 
The estimation problem is often simplified by neglecting the off-diagonal 
terms in the covariance matri1. The resulting solution is 
(3.5) 
The most efficient solution is much more complex (see the following). 
The least-squares solution can be converted into a recursive form in 
which the estimate for N+l measurements can be obtained from the estimate 
with N measurements Dnd estimation error covariance equations. A window 
is usually needed in recursive estimation to ensure that the estimation 
error covari&~ce does not become too small because a small estimation 
covariance makes the parameter estimates l6ss sensitive to new measurements. 
A Kalman filter can ·also be used in recursive estimation. For the 
application at hand, the Kalman filter formulation timply formalizes the 
approach to the development of windows in recursive estimation. 
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We shall Asain start with the local model and develop an optimal Kalman 
filter noting the correlation between successive measure~ents. One 
formulation is as follows. 
T II: T + "n n n-l 
r'n .. ~n-l .. vn- 1 
~n .. v n 
AI. .. T AO 
- r. + ~ (3.6) 
NIl n n n n 
The noise " is added to ensure that the Kalman filter does not start 
n 
ignoring future measurements. The formulation of Equation (3.6) is 
interesting for two reasons. First. two additional state vectors arc needed 
to model the correlation, secondly. in the extended formulation. there is no 
measurement noise. 
The Kalman filter esticator for the model of Equation (3.6) takes the 
form 
:- ,.. A"" ~n c ~ + K (AI. - T flO - r. ) 
n-l 2n NIl n n n 
,.. 
~ c:: AZ 
n nm 
TAO 
n n 
,.. 
c; 
n 
(3.7) 
KIn is a gain vector (row) and K2n is a scalar. These gains arc obtained 
by solving the covariance equations. These covariance equations must be 
solved in real-time. in general. because the measurement equations involv~ 
the input distribution matrix M. 
n 
The window size is controlled by 
selecting covariances of noise sources 
"n and v n+1 • The estiClator is 
usually simplified by using the assuoption of uncorrelated measurement noise 
in Az 
nm 
T .. T + (AI. - TAO ) K 
n n-1 no n n In (3.8) 
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The error in the estimate of T depends on the cealurement noise 
n 
covariance v. aSlumeJ covariance of w. and the estiClation procedure. o D 
The error covariance for the exact procedure of Equation (3.7) can be 
detcf"IIIincd b)' lolving the covariance equations correspondinl to the Kalcan 
Cilter. Usually. the error covariance will be computed for the T matrix 
one row at a tice. 
Thc eltimator model oC Equation (3.8) ~ill giVe larger cstication 
errors than those obtained Crom the ~ptimal estimation of F.q. (3.7) 
(computed Cor a lingle cear.ure~ent and one row at I tice). In the rollowinC. 
it il uleCul to consider To I. a ro~ vector: 
T T • T T _ Ia: TAO T T T 
n 0-1 In n 0-1 £ T" + K T. In"n In "0 (3.9) 
• (I - K TAO T) T T _ K T" + r. T. 
In n 0-1 In"o 'In'n 
1& 
L .. Covarieoce r!] "n 0 
~n 
(3.10) 
Then 
L " " ,aT + V . n-l"c-l n-l 0-1 n (3.11)· 
where 
= o o I (3.12) n 
o o o 
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o 
Equation (3.11) is solved to determine the error in the estimation of the 
transfer ~atris. T. usinl the simplified Kalman filter of Equation (3.8). 
This estimation c:rror covariance depc:nds on 1:1 !16 n n and measurecent noise. 
111ese error covariances r.ust be compared with the optimAl Killman filter 
(3.7) to determine if the simplific:d filter is adequate for vibration 
control. 
3.1.2 Ti~c-Oomein "odel Identification 
3.1.2.1 Rotorcraft Model Dcvelopment 
A Icneral linear eodel of a helicopter about a trim condition cey be 
written as 
s - F({)x + G(~)u (3.14) 
where s is the state vector. which cay include fosltion. velocity. angles. 
angular rates. rotor states and flexible codes. u is the control input 
vector. and ,', is the azimuth location of a reference pOint on the rotor 
with respect to a reference roint in the fixed frace. Also 
~ • 0 (3.1S) 
where n is the rotor speed. For a constant speed rotor. ~ ... Ot. lienee. 
Equation (3.14) is periodic with respect to time with periodicity n. 
Outputs y cay be written Similarly as follows. 
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where w is the open-loop uncontrolled vibration. 
A linear helicopter model valid in the neirbborhood of the NO 
vibration frequency can be developed in many different ways eN is the 
number of blade. on the rotor). One approach simply computes the NO sine 
and cosine components of the output. y. without ~ny input and then with 
sine and cosine inputs at NO. The data collected in this form may be used 
together witb the model transformation of Section 2.3 to get ,n approximate 
time domain representation. Nlrev inputs produc~ hiEher harmonic responses 
at 2NO. 3~n •••• , etc •• which arc essentially ignored. This approach 
aives the transfer matrix formulation utilized for much work on hirher 
harmonic control (2). The formulation ignores the tnnsients caused by 
changes in control levels at higher harmonic frequencies. Thus, controls 
base.1 on theu' models must ha\'e update intervds much longer that the 
transient time constant. Johnson (3) proposes a more sophisticated model 
which partially accounts for control transients. 
(3.17) 
where z 
n 
represents the sine and cosine components at NO in the output.' 
The time-domain representation il simplified in two stases. First. 
modes which are very far from tbe vibration frequency arc eliminated through 
model reduction. Several methods are available to achieve this model 
reduction. Secondly. if the inputs is of the form U - u cns(NOt + ¢) 
o 
and 
we are interested in the responses at and around NO. above equations can 
be simplified to a time invariant model. which well be written as 
x - Px + Gu + rw(NOt) (3.18) 
y .. Ox + Du (3.19) 
Note tbat all matrices in Eq. (3.18) and (3.19) will. in general, be 
functions of t. In the above dorivation. we all=e that U
o 
and ¢> are 
constant or slowly time-varying. 
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1ne model oC Equations (3.1~) and (3.19) can be Identified using the 
lIasimum likelihood a[lproach. The lIaximWII likelihood a[lproach selecu model. 
[laremeters F. G. " and D by lIiniml%ing the likelihood Cunction. which 
il • Cunction oC the innovations sequence and the estimated innovationl 
covariance. The likelihood Cunction il deCined as Collowl: 
L .. (3.20) 
where \"1.' k" 1. 2 ••••• n il the innovation sequence lind D is the 
estimllted innovations covariance. The matris D can be considered al a 
weighting matrix. The innovations are obtained Crom a state estimating 
Kalman filter (chapter 13. Ref. (9]). 
If the maximum likelihood described above il used for eltimation, the 
relulting model will have all the rotorcraCt modes, which arc excited by the 
inputl and measured b)' the instruments. Since. the Clodel is desired around 
tbe N/rev vibration frequency. the caxicum likelihood method Ihould be 
extended such that innovationl in the region of the vibration frequency arc 
given a hisher weightins (innovntions correspond to differencel between tbe 
elticated codel and the ceasure~ents). This can be achieved by 
reformulating the likelibood function in the frequency dOMain by using 
rarsevel's theorem. 
C:I 
mllx 
L(jlll)" L 
i IS -III 
mal. 
(3.21) 
* where Vi il the Fourier transform of the innovations and Vi is its 
complex conjugate. To emphasize errors in the ncirhborhood of the N/rev 
frequency the likelihood func~ion should be extended to include a frequency 
varying term a(jlll). where a(jlll) il large At N/rev and small claewhere. 
tJ 
max 
L(jlll)" L: 
i ~ -III 
max 
2] 
. 
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I(jw) ii, thus, a wci~htin, (unction. Sclrction o( s(jw) will detr~ine 
model fidolity (e.g., frequency ranse over which the model il valid. 
complexity (e.,., model order), and eltimation error. An example of I(jw) 
is 
2 
I(jw)· 2 2 2 
(w - w +.1 ww ) 
v v 
w 
The extended naximum likelihood method can be implementcd using the 
following algorithm. 
Step 1: Define a new innovation V as 
(3.23) 
Step 2: Develop a Kalman filtcr ~hose outputs are Vi(jw). Since the 
~odel is linear, any frequency shaping applied to u(jw) and 
y(jw) will lead to the same shaping in the innovations. 
Step 3: rass u and r through a filter represented by .1/2(jw). 
Step 4: Vse these modified u and y for parameter estimation. 
This procedUre is chown in Figure 3-2. 
3.1.2.2 Model Form and Model Order Selection 
The modol form used in identificati~n can be quite general. In 
particular, the specific forms for F, G, r, Band D can be selected 
for any canonical structure, which cnn be described as a general set of 
linear input-output relationships. Three of the forms are shown here. Each 
of theao Itructures· represents a state model with minimUl:l number of 
par~etcrs for a given modol order. 
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(3.24) 
1 
X 
x <3.25) 
x 
It 
1 
If y is the output and u is the input, a discrete Aru~ form is 
similar to Equation (3.17) except the outputs are used directly rather than 
the harmonic components at NO. 
Suitable model order depends on the required model fidelity and the 
nature of helicopter dynacics in the neighborhood of N~. Many tests have 
been proposed for selection of model order [10]. If the ARiolA-type 
reprelentation il used, an adaptive ladder filter might be suitable to 
lelect t:lodel order [11]. The baseline approach il to overspecify the model 
25 
order. The extra role. generally cancol tho extra zerns in the identHied 
lIIodel. 
Selection nf Model From for Time-Domain Vibration Control Pesirn 
The autorecressive moving averege form and controller canonical form 
have lareer universal errors than the real distonal forCl. Thus, they are 
suitable when the time-do~ain rotorcraft model needed Cor vibration control 
is of low order. The maximum de5ired order Cor these Corms del'ends on t1e 
accuracy of the computer used for system identiCication and to i~plement 
"ibration control. but will t.sually be less than ten. The numerical 
conditioning in the real diagonal form does not degrade with increasing 
tlodol order. Thus, this form is rreferred "'hen a hirher order rotorcraft 
model is desired. 
Simple identification alrorithms may be used with controller canonical 
and autoregressive moving-averaee (ARr.!A) forms. If sienificant structural 
~odes move around the vibration frequency as the flight condition is varied, 
the model order may hove to be estimated in real-time. Simple algorithms 
exist to esticate codel order Cor. ARMA lorcs (11]. 
Recent work in ladder-Corm realizations of ARMA models provides an 
approach to alleviate numerical conditioning problecs in ARJ~ models. 
3.1.2.3 Esti~ntion Error Control 
The estimation error ""ill be controlled by selecting a time record over 
which the codel Cor the helicopter docs not change appreciably and by 
choosing the filter in Equation (3.23), luch that its bandwidth is neither 
too narrow nor too broad. If the filter is too narrow (in tbe licit a 
single discrete frequency). the level of the signal is decreased and the 
estimation error increases. If the Cilter is too wide, the signal includes 
dynacics of no interest to the vibration control problec. Even thouSh a 
theoretical analysis can be perforced to analyze the effects of filter 
bandwidth on estimation error (see Section 3.1.2.4), the selection of the 
bandwidth will vary froc one rotorcraft to another. The selection will be 
guided by the frequencies ~f structural modes. scnsor errors. variations in 
rotor sreed and rotorcraft transient behBvioT in gusts and turbulence. 
3.1.2.4 Error Analysis 
The error in cstimate of the model order and system parameters is 
determined by postulating a true model. the noise sources and t.he range of 
frequencies over which the model is desired. 
Let tbe true model be described in terms of tbe response of the 
helicopter to sinusoidal inputs at various frequencies. For any flight 
condition. the rotorcraft response amplitude and phase at each frequency 
depends on input amplitude as well as pbase because tbe rotorcraft has a 
nonlinear behavior. V.athecatically. the true model is of tbe form 
y(jw) .. Tt (jc..'. u(jw» + noise (3.26) 
The noise is a combination of sensor errors and gusts. We sball ass~e that 
a linear model of tbe following form is desired. 
y (jw) = T (jw.p) u(jw) 
m m 
(3.27) 
where a pDr~eter vector p will be selected to best fit tbe measured 
response. We can define a new error term to combine the process and 
measurement no\s~ and the differences in model form 
y(jw) .. T (jlu,p) u(jw) + n(jl.ll) 
m 
(3.28) 
Let N(jw) be tbe sr~ctrum of process and m~asurement noise and modeling 
error. Since we arc pri~arily interested in behevior around the vibration 
frequency. significBntly more weighting will be given to tbe model accuracy 
about tbat freq~ency. Let the weighting matrix be W(jl.ll). 
The sisnals y and u are passed through a filter with response 
F(jw) prior to minimi~ation; therofore. the parameter cstimation problem 
involves minimi~ntion of the following with respect to p. 
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R F(jIlI)Y<.!IL.)-1'm(jw,I')F(jw)u(jw) dill 
(3.29) 
• ~here (,) represents the complex conjugate of (.) and R is a 
frequency independent weithting matrix. For optimization, the derivative of 
the above with respect to p is zero (remember that F(jw) is a scalar). 
By substituting for y from Equation (3.28) into Equation (3.29) Yo'e get: 
a(T(jtJl,p)u (Fo (, RF('» (T (' ) T (' A» (j) J r ~ JO ~ ap JW) JW m JW,P - m JW,p u w w 
Expanding T (jw,p) 
m 
in A Taylor series 
aT (jw,!') 
T (j(",I1) T (jw, r) m = + 
m m ap 
We get (dependence on jw is implied) 
J 
• [a::u] • (F RF) aT u __ m_ dw Ap + 
~~~~ __ =-~~~-=~CD~~~ 
A 
i.e., A A p + IS(jw) n(jw)dw = 0 
The covariance of A I' is 
AI' 
B 
+ n(jW~ dw = 0 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
It is possible to show that the estimation error is minimized if F(jw) is 
selected such that (scc Appendix n). 
i.e., (3.34) 
2H 
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The symmetric square root is takon for N(jw). Note that F(jw) is a 
scalar. while the N(jw) is a matris. This equality cannot be realized in 
rractice unless we consider one ~ea~urement at a time. 
3 .2 RnDUSTNESS 
The robustness of both the frequency-domain and the time-domain 
vibration control laws are analyzed. The stability and the performance 
results arc studied first for a fixed gain controller. Stability conditions 
for a controller where parameters arc identified in real-time are very 
difficult to analyze and are the subjects of intense ~esearch in control 
theory (13). 
3.2.1 Freguency=Dom&in Coutroller 
In this analysis. we ossuce that the correct model for helicopter 
~ulticyclic vibration output for time interval n is written as 
(3.35) 
.... here z. e and are the vectors of sin and cosine components of 
closed loop vibration. applied input and open-loop vibration. 
transfer matrix. We consider two controllers 
Controller 1 : e = -G '" 
n n zO.n-l 
Controller 2: Ae r: -G 
n
Z
n-l n 
e = e + AS 
n n-l n-1 
T is tbe 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
%0.n-1 represents the estimated opon-Ioop vibration at time n-l. %n-1 is 
tbe measured closed-loop viDration. The first controller may be referred to 
as the open-loop control law while the second has the closed-loop form. In 
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the following section, stability and noise sensitivity of ~ach of these 
controllers is analyzed. 
:Habilitl'..('ondilions for Fixed Gain 
In a fixed-gain controller G 
n 
is constllnt. To ~nalyze the stability 
of the open-loop control law, it is necessary to study variations in 
caused by pilot inputs, gusts. and changes in fligbt conditions. Let 
zo. i and z be the true, the estim&ted and the estimation error in 
o 0 
n n n 
open-loop vibration at cycle n. 
then, 
For constant open-loop vibration, %0 
n 
[(zn) a (I-TG)zO - TG E(iO ) 
n-l 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
If the bias error in the estimation of %0 
n 
is zero. then tb~ average value 
and variance of the residual vibration are given by the fo:lowing equations:' 
E(z ) = (I-TG)z 
n n 
(3.41) 
.... T TT TT Var (z ) = Zn = TG E(zO Zo )G T = TG Nn- 1 G T 
n n-l n-l 
(3.42) 
wbere N
n
- 1 is the varinnce of the estimation error in open-loop vibration. 
Tho mean value of the vibration is small if (I-TG) is small. If T were 
square and invertible, G could be selected to be T-1 to reduce the mean 
value of vibration to zero. The same would also hold if T had more 
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columns than rows and it were full rank. In addition, the c!osed-loo~ 
vibration level is proportional to the estimation error in o~en-Ioop 
vibration. 
With a constant G, tho open-loop controller will not Lecome unstable 
as long as is uncorrelated with A poor selection of G will 
lead to insufficient vibration reduction or evun an increase of vibration. 
Correlation beh"een Zo 
n-l 
A represents the projection of 
written in the form 
Zo = Az +1 + noise 
n+l n 
and ean be analyzed as follows. 
on then can be 
(3.43) 
where the additive noise docs not eorrelatp. with Equa tion (3.42) 
then ltodH ie s to 
(3.44) 
If 
This equation is stable if the eigenvalues of TGA have absolute value less 
than one. Since TG is of unit order and A must be much smaller than one 
to ensure system stability. 
The basic dynamies of the closed-loop helieopter vibration control law 
is obtained by substituting the control law of E'luation (3.37) in the 
dynamie model of Equation (3 35). 
z - z = TAe = -TG z 
n n-l n n-l (3.45) 
If zn-l is estimated without error, the stability of the closed-loop 
dynamic~ depends upon the following 
Abs (eig(I-TG» = Abs (l-eig(TG» i 1 
The eigenvalues of TO must lie within the unit ~ircle shown in Figure 3-3. 
If the number of outputs to be controlled exceeds the n~ber of available 
inputs, TG is rank deficient and some of its eigenvalues are at the 
31 
ori~in. The difference between the number of inputs and outputs is the 
number of zero eigenvalues (Figurr 3-3). 
To understand the stability condition~. it is necessary in particular 
to analyze the behavior of the eigenvalues of 10. that are not at th~ 
origin. The eigenvalues at origin will stay there because thc rank of 
10 can never exceed the rank of t for any value of G. Suppose first 
that T is known exactly and that the G is selected to mini~ize the 
vibration to the extent feasible 
(3.46) 
where a is a wei~hting matrix. 
(TG).(TG) (T(1"TQT) -lTTQ) (T(TTQT) -lTTQ) = T(TTQ1") -lTTQ = TG 
(3.47) 
2 For any matrix where (.) = (.). every eigenvalue is zero or one [12]. 
lbe right eigenvectors of the eigenvalues at unity lie in the subspace of 
T. e.8 •• they represent the parts of the vibration which are directly 
controlled from the input. 
(3.48) 
and the left eigenvectors lie in the subspace of TTQ• The right and left 
eigenvectors for unit eigenvalues descrioe errors in T that cause the 
largest perturbation in closed-loop eigenvalues. This will be discussed 
next. Using the small matrix perturbation theory. the perturbation in the 
cigenvalues of T at unity based on perturbation in G is £iven by [12]. 
(3.49J 
If T the estimate of T is written as 
of = T-.1T (3.50) ... 
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then 
(3.51) 
Ignoring second and higher order terms in AT Therefore 
(3.52) 
The ~erturbation in eigenvalue therefore depends on error in estittating the 
transfer ~atrix as well as the condition of TTOT• If TTOT is ~ear:y 
singular a small relative change in AT can cause a very large perturbation 
in the ejgenvalucs. 
One approach to reduce the sensitivity is to odd a positive definite 
matrix to (TTOT) in the expression for G. This gives the core coemon 
control gain 
(3.53) 
Now TG has the same nueber of eigenvalues at the orisin since the ranks of 
~ and G have not changed. The remaining ei£envalues arc not necessarily 
at unity. To ensure that the remaining eigen\'a!ues arc at unity A and Dare 
related as follows (with this condition TG • TG = TG) • 
BT = A (3.54 ) 
This appears to be a good choice since it places the eigenvalues farthest 
away fro~ the unit circle. The effect of a small perturbation with the 
above condition on the eigenvalues of TG is as Col lows 
(3.55) 
If A is selected properly the condition nueber of the matrix to be 
inverted con be improved leading to more robustness. 
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In the rrevioul analysis, only err~r. in T .ere studied and the model 
AZ • TAOl .a, aSlumed to be the true ~~del. In rot~rcraft there il one 
Irore error source in.roduced by pH ~t and gust i:lput s. These input I chlnae 
the uncontrolled vinration level. Let us then assume that the true Dodel is 
of the forlll 
(3.56) 
Note that AZok repre,ents the difference between the uncontrolled 
vibrati~n level over two consecutive control updates and can be thousht of 
as tbe rate of change of tbe uncontrolled vibration. Thh error can be very 
hrre if the pilot it.put or gust srcctrum hr.s frequency co.Hent in the 
nei&hb~rhood of tlc control update rate, even if the actual vari.tion in 
uncontrolled oren-loop vibration is scall. The dosed loop c!ynllllics are 
If AZ
ok has frequency cOClronents near the poles of (I-TG). then tho 
open-loop variation ~zok can be further amplified in the closed !oop 
vibration in the steady stlte. This could seriously desrlde the 
rerfor~ance of the closed-loop control la~, if the natural frequenci~s of 
the external vibration matches the closed loop frequency. 
3.2.2 Ti~e-nocain Controller 
The robustness of the time domain controller is analyzed 1II0st 
effectively by using robustness theory which is most effectively applied in 
the frequency domain. Let G(j~) and C(jw) rerrcsent the transfer 
function equivalents of the rotorcraft and the vibration controller in tbe 
frequency dOll'llin (see Figure 3-4). The closed-loop 'YlteCi of Fi£ure 3-4 is 
stable if the encircle~ent count of the map det[I + G(j~) C(jw)} around 
v. 
~_. ___ ~~~a~_':"~~'::.· --=~:.......~_:..-s._. _ -_-_,,_._._. ___ .... !«,"-"";';-"--="" _~ __ _ 
(, 
the ,'rl£,ln. evaJuatt'd on tho t-;)4uht CIlntour equals. the numher of unitable 
J'(,lcs of (iC 114). 
As.sumc now thllt the controller iii uable for the ,,·'minal I.lant. Let 
G Cj~) rerre,ent tbe set of rerturbed rlant transfer furction. which may be 
J' 
_ritten I' 
c Cj~) • (I .. c AG(jw» G(jw) 
I' 
(3.59) 
wbere O! t ! 1. It is. CISY to show (13) that the closed-loor system is 
stable if 
o (i(jw) (I .. G(jl..) C(jld)-I) ( II ~ (~G(jlll» (3.60) 
for .11 O! III ~ • where oC.) rerresents tbe caxi~uc singular value of a 
catris. The above equation rerresents a sufficient condition but not one 
tbat iii necessary. Therefore. it mo)' represent a conservative bound. 
Nev~rtbeless. structure ~f tbe inequality is a major aid in understanding 
the robustne" o( the tice domain controller. 
The ti~e dO~lin vibration controller is desiGned such that C(jlll) bas 
I complex pole rair at .. jw. Therefore. C(J'~) is tbeoretically infinite 
- v 
in tbe neighborhood of the vibration frequency. It bas been observed tbat 
the optical control (orculation selects controller transfer function such 
that G(jw) CCj~) is nearly reol and positive. If we as,ume that G(j~) 
v v 
i, a static transfer function. then because of the frequency-shaping 
selected in t~e vibration controller design. C(jlll) will be small away from 
the vibration frequency. The Dode and Nyquist charts for the vibration 
controller will then be as s.hown in Figure 3-5. Because of the phase 
behavior at the vibration frequency and a small closed-Ioor gain elsewhere. 
the t\yquht chart will be llIostly to the riSht of +1. This shows that the 
phase angle of the rotorcraft transfer function must change by about 90a in 
the neighborhood of the vibrotion frequency before the controller becomes 
unstable. 
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3.3 nWlSIF.NT PJ:SI'ONSE 
lbd transient response of the vibration control system determines the 
rate at which the initial vibration and the effect of fusts and other 
disturbances arc eliainated. A fast transient response is desirable 
consistent with good steady-state performance. stability and robustness. 
lbis section shows achievable transient response settling times with both 
the frequency-domain and the tice-domnin controllers. 
The transient settling time t.-ill be combination of the time required 
for system identification and for feedback control assuoinr both arc 
performed on-line. The deley in each of the two steps should be isolated to 
understand the ~eak clements in obtaining fast response. 
'rransient requirct'lcnts can be very stringent. In a custy enviroll!lent 
the transient settlinc tit'les sbould be much shorter than the correlation 
t.ices of tbe gust field. Othenise vibration caused b)' ~ust inputs ",ill 
never ~e reduced or eli~inated. 
3.3.1 frequency-Domain Approach 
The control input in the frequency domain approach is updated after. 
several vibration cycles (typically once per rev or four vibration cycles 
for a four-bladed rotor). The control update saepling rate is tberefore 
once per several vi~ration cycles. Thus, any disturbance which changes 
vibration may take at least one rotor cycle before compensation starts·. 
The transient response of a discrete update ,ystec is defined by the 
eigenvalues of the cl~sed-Ioop dynnmics matrix. The slowest component of 
the closcd loop response corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the closed 
loop dynamic matrix (except the eigenvalues OD tbe unit circle). 
(3.61 ) 
If T is the update time. tbe vihration will be reduced to within S~ of the 
steady state value in 
In(.OS)·T/ln(AMax) + averase delny in update & -3T/ln(Acax) + T/2 
_________________________________ ~.~ __ w_ ____ ~ __ ~.----~ ------
II 
, 
~/2 representa avera~e delay between the update intervala. 
The key. therefore. ia to leep the ei,envaluea of (1-1U) .a close to 
zero as poasible. That requires an accurate lnowledge of the transfer 
matris T because the value of the eain G il coaputed ulinS the estiaated 
value of T. Thus. if T were in error the ei~envaluea of (I-T'J) will be 
nonzero. 
3.3.2 Ti~e-Domain Approach 
Let the open-loop input-to-output and disturbance-to-output models for 
the helicopter be GUll') and Gd(jlol). The vibration controller h designed 
with transfer function C(j~). 
The closed-loop disturbance response is 
(3.62) 
In the tiae domain approach the measureoents arc palscd throush an undaaped 
filter with frequency at ~ ju. If the Dcasurrmentl are y. the output of 
.v 
the filter is (sec Equation 2.11) 
.. ' . 
and the control law may be written as (sce Equation 2.14) 
Let the transfer function bctween the esti~ated state and the output. y. 
be Tf(s). Then 
[C,Te(') + (C2 + C,') ] u - 2 2 Y 
101 + 101 
v 
[c,Te(')(':2 + 1012 ) + (C~ + C,')] v 
2 y 
+ 101 
V 
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Since r ha, a pole pair at !jw
v
' (J+GC)-l ha, a zero pair there. The 
closed-loop design placos a pole rair approximately at -0 ! jw
v
' Assuming 
that there are no rotorcraft poles in the neighborhood of the vibration 
frequency, the closed-loop behavior for vibration disturbances can be 
appros!l:IlIted to 
t, 
w--)w 
v 
2 2 (s +2tlll S+W ) 
v V 
(3.63) 
~here I is some sain. The response of the closed-loop system to input 
COl (w t) is 
v 
[ esp(-e III t) (cos(w t) + t sinew t») 
v v v v v 
(3.64) 
Thus. the time constant for the vibration to reduce to within 5~ of the 
steady state value is 
3 (t III ) 
v V 
(3.65) 
-1 Thus, if w a 100 rad sec and t = 0.1, the vibration will be reduced 
v v 
to within S~ of the steady state value within .3 sec. 
This ma~' leem to imply thllt the convergence time can be reduced 
arbitrarily by increasins Increasing 
around w 
v 
where the closed-loop gain is large. 
however. expands the range , 
This will mllke the system 
less robust with respect to modeling errors far away froe the vibration 
frequency. 
3.4 SUSCEPTIDILITY TO NOISE 
Tho rotorcrdt is subject to a ,'adety of disturbances. For the 
purpose of studying the behavior of vibration reducing control laws, all 
external or internal inputs IIpplied to the rotorcraft away floe the N/rev 
frequency will be considered as unwanted disturbances. 
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11115 le"tion delcribu, typical rotorcraft dhturbancel and then 
analY%~1 tho ~(fects of these disturbances on the behavior of closed-loop 
vibration control syatems. 
Z.4.1 lli>corcuft Oisturbllnccs 
Three classes of rotorcrart disturbance inputs arc of interest: 
(a) external gust and turbulence inputs; 
(b) pilot and stability augmentation system (SAS) inputs, and; 
(c) measure~ent noise sourc~s. 
Y.e shall describe each or these disturbance sources to study their effects 
on rotorcraft vibration controller. 
External ~ust and tcrbulence are stochastic inputs in the low frequency 
region or the spectrum. Assuming a Dryden or VonKarman spectra, the flo11 
field variations apply a random force and moment input to the rotorcraft. 
Host of the power in the spectra is typically below 1/2 Hz. Gusts and 
turbulence affect the flow field around the rotor leadin& to an increase in 
tbe open-loop vibration level. The affected flow field may also im~ftct the 
transfer ~atri% between the N/rev inputs and the associated rotorcraft' 
responses. The major effect is likely to be the change .n the open-loop 
vibration level. 
The pilot inputs are deterministic ti~e functions "'hose spectrum is 
~ostly limited to one liz or less. These inputs can also change the open-
loop vibration si~nificantly and affect tbe transfer ~atri% temporarily. 
Pilot inputs may also produce significant changes in flight condition which 
have more permanent effects on open-loop vibration .:;d tral:sfer matrices. 
The pilot inputs can cause a low-frequency modulation of the c~en-loop 
vibration level. ~dch ~cd=lation plac~s demanding requirements on the 
vibration co~~rol algorithms. 
J!ea,.urement noise is a combination of random and systematic error 
sourcer. like bies and scale factor e~rors. 
In the rollowing, we will analyze the effects of each of these errors 
on clo,e~-loo~ rotorcrart f~~f~:mance • 
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3.4.2 W9uency-llomain AI'proach 
Let the average open-loop vibration in the absence oC gusts and pilot 
inputs be where Wo is the vibration amplitude and is an 
arbitrary phase angle. The effects oC pilot. SAS and gust inputs is 
represented as a time-dependent wO(t). The measurement noise is modeled as 
a rand~m additive term. v. The wO(t) has spectrum mostly in the low 
frequency region. 
Consider a discrete implementation. where the vihration frequency is 
Wv rad sec-1 and the data is sampled at n points per vibration cycle. 
Thus. the sampling rate is nw /2rr per second and the sampling interval is 
v 
written as 
(3.66) 
The ith time domain sample in the measurement is given by 
(3.67) 
The sin and cosine components at the vibration frequency are determined 
as follows (assuming the Averaging is done over kth vibration cycle) 
= 1 
n 
.. 1 
n 
+ 
! 
n 
+ 2 
n 
L 
i=1 
[y cos (2ni/n») 1 
[t, (~:!) (2ni ) (2ni) w cos -;;- + ¢ cal -;;-a 
n 
, •• (2:')] L n1 i=l [ . (::! ) (4ni ) L w cos ~, + cos ~ + ~' i=1 a 
n ~] L n i cos i=l 
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1 [, .. n (~:!) + .~ (~) cos (~ i 1)' . - -1- ~ 1\' w n 0 0 
n (~)] + 2 ~ ni cos <3.68) i=1 
All the summations in the above equations are takon with i varying from 
(k-l)n to kn. If there were no error sources, the result would be cos ¢. 
The first two terms produce deterministic errors while the last term gives 
random errors. 
To understand the effects of pilot inputs, consider w to be a single 
o 
low-frequency sine wave. 
superposition 
The effect of a general 
" o 
can be determined by 
(3.69) 
where tI, is phase at the initial lice. The threo terms in equation (3.68) 
are simplified as follows: 
First TOrt:!: 
kn 
~ 2ni w 
i e (t-l)n+l 0 IIIVn 
kn 
.. ~ ( 27Tillld cos --- + ~) 
ic(k-l)n+l 
.. 
Dilly (nllld) 
-- sin --
nllld Illy 
(
nilld 
.. n sin Illy + 
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n~)y 
e'dd 
sin IIIV + 
2n(:-l)lIId) 
v 
2n(k-l)lIld ) 
'" 
for IIId« IIIV 
v 
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Second Term: 
kn 
2: 
i= U.-l) n+l 
Third Term: 
ORIGINAL FtC': I~ 
OF POOH QU;~ll rl 
1n 
2: cos (2nWd~ + ~I'\ cos (4:i +!) 
i~(k-l)n+l wvn 
It: 0 for W 
v 
(3.71) 
This is a random noise term. Its mean value is assumed zero and the 
covariance is computed as follows (where r is the covariance of the random 
noise) 
,.v [t n. cos ':1] 
i=l 1 
n 2 2 2!!i 
.. E L n i cos i=1 n 
n 2 2r.i 
.. r L cos 
i=l n 
.m (3.72) 
2 
because the expected value of a cosine wave over its entire cycle is one-
half • 
The noise in the harmonic cosine component (and similarly in the sine 
component) consists of two parts--a slowly varying function consisting of a 
sum of sine wave and random noise. The random noise increas~s the root-
mean-square (RMS) residual vibration in the closed-loop and will impact the 
identification procedures to some extent. The first error term could cause 
major deterioration in identification accuracy because ~zk could occur 
with ze ro ~e1:' 
In addition to the additive noise in the measurement of the average 
open-loop vibration. pilot, SAS and disturbance inputs may also cause 
variations in the input to measured response transfer matrix. No analytical 
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lIIod~h arc available to detemine the level .;f· tbe changes in transfe'r 
lIIatrix caused by • certain lize gUlt inrut. These effects arc difficult to 
analyze in the frequency domain formulat!~n but could be significant in the 
p~rformance of the overall cont.oller. 
3.4.3 Time-Domain Formulation 
In the time domain formulation the model is 
i .. Fx + Gu 
y '" Hx + Du + w (3.73) 
where w represents the time history of the open-loop vibration. Sampled 
measurements at n samples rer vibration cycle a~e 
where 
'm .. Hx(iA), + Du(i.1) + "OA) + vi 
i 
is measurement noise. The cl)ntroller is of the forI:! 
u( lA) 
The state equations for the s,stel:! may also be sampled 
Xi A x(iA), etc. 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
(3.77) 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
In the time-domain formulation, the entire control law and system arc 
defined by a set of linear differential or difference equations. Therefore 
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an appropriate Lyapunov equation needs to ~c 501v~d to compute steady-state 
root-m~an-squat(' vihration levels (7). The steady-state respon"e could be 
determined more accurate I, by modeling •. with an appropriate spectrum. 
1 
An approximate analysis can al"o he pcrfotu.ed in tbe continuous time-domain 
representation. Appropriate Lya~unov equations are ea"y to derive. 
An adaptive controller or a =eal-timo system identification 
implementation could have difficulties here because of tho low frequency 
n:odulation of the open-loop ,·ibration. This problem could be handled by 
updatin& the mOGel only after several sample points, or by placing a lower 
confidence on previous open-loop vibration estimate. 
3.5 H!Pl.£!.1EN'.T'ATION CONSIDERA:rIONS 
Three issues a!"c iIIrortant in iII',plementation: (a) actuator 
requiretlents, (b) scnsor l'equireoe'.(s, and (c) comrutational capability. 
Any approach for active vibration rcduction requires actuators which can 
produce Eufficient deflection of the swashplate at the N/rev vibratioL 
frequency. Thus, similar actuators are needed for either approach. The 
only difference is that the commanded input at N/rev is changed in steps in 
the frequency-domain approach and smoothly in the time-domain approach. The 
sensor requirements are also similar in the two approaches. Thus, tbe ~ajor 
difference may arise because of tbe computation requirements required in the 
two approa cbe s. 
This sectien discusses specifically tbe number of computations ",'bich 
must be performed in real-time to implement frequency domain and time domain 
control l.ws. To develop a uniforR approach to compare the two approaches, 
the following notation will be used 
N = number of blades 
n 0: number of samples per vibration cycle 
m 0: number of measurement channels 
q number of independent inputs 
',-:~ .... ';'. - ...... ,.--'.~ ~ -~.. - -" .. -
3.5.1 Fr~gueney-D(lDain Control Law 
Table 3-1 shows the various steps in the frequen~y-do~lIin control law. 
The number of computations required in an all-digit:i implementation are 
also shown. Tne cQmputations are bosed on a Kalman filter parameter 
estimator and a continuous control formulation. The number of calculations 
required for other frequency-domain formulat:ons is similar. 
3.5.2 Time-DoDaio Control Law 
Table 3-2 sho.".s the number of calculations required for a time domain 
controller implenented in discrete form if all identification is performed 
off-'line. 
The additional number of calculations for on-line pnrameter estimation 
is given in Table 3-3 for various approaches which ~~e applicable for 
helicopter vibration reduction (s is the number of state variables). These 
calcUlations include the control computation 8S well. 
The fixed-gain time domain controller requlres very few computations 
for implementation. The number of computations required for scheduled gain 
control law is also similar. The computation time ""ill go up by a factor of 
52 where s is the number ~f states. Depending upon the complexity of the 
helicopter model and the possible presence of structural modes i~ the 
neighborh~od of the vibration frequency, the increase could be an order of 
magnitude. 
3.S.3 Comparisons 
The time-domain approach requires fewer computations th~n the 
frequency-domain approach if a fixed gain (or scheduled gai~) controller can 
be used in the time-domain formul ation. The real-time comp\\tations ",re 
nbout the same for the time-domain and the frequency-domair. controller if 
the model needed for the time domain control must be ideL~ified on-line. 
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SECfION 4 
§,Jln1JLATION RESlILTS 
This section discusses simulation resul ts. The resul ts ha·"e been 
organized to address spe~ific issues in the implementation and use of the 
time-domain and frequency-domain methods. 
Section 4.1 describes the model used in the analysis of this chapter. 
The data is based on a wind-tunnel test performed at NASA 40 x 80 Foot Wind 
Tunnel. Every attempt has been made to obtain results with wide 
applicability. The procedure for comparison and evaluation is summarized 
Section 4.2 covers system identification methods and res~lts achievable 
under noisy conditions. The following section describes the effect of 
closing the control loop assuming model parameters are known. The 
simultaneous identification and control problem is discussed in Section 4.4. 
Section 4.5 gives a short summary. 
4.1 HELICOP'fER MODEL AND EVALUATION APPP.OACH 
The model used in the analysis is based on helicopter vibration data 
collected in the NASA 40 % 80 Foot Wind ~unnel (McCloud and Chopra [15]). 
Table 4-1 shows transfer matrices calculated from experimental wind-tunnel 
data for the Kaman 7.02-m diameter rotor. It is a four-bladed rotor turning 
at 300 rpm giving the vibration frequency of 20 nz. Bigher harmonic control 
was applied t.hrough the controllable twist rotor. The data was collected 
with 2/rev, ~rev and 4/rev inputs in the rotating framJ. For the purpose of 
our modeling we assume transfer matr:ces are available at 3/rev, 4/rev and 
Slrev inputs. Note that the transfer matrix coefficients corresponding to 
tne 2/rev input and the longitudi~al response are very small and unreliable. 
A stat~ variable model was developed using the cosine and sine 
components ~f the response. ~, G, nand D matrices for one possible 
choice of th~ state variable model, which reproduces the transfer matrix, 
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are ,hnwn in Table 4'2. 111e model "'as used tCl simulate rrlpon~es (lr the 
helicopter to multicyclic inputs. Viscretr models are used throughout. 
"odels based on the cosine components were used in delitn ~hile models based 
on both sine and cosine components were used in validation. 
In the analysis presented here, it is assumed that 4/rev vertical, 
CI lateral nnd longitudinal harmonics are measured every 6 of the rotor 
uillluth angle. Thus, 60 data points arc collected for every rotClr 
revolution or IS points for evt'l'~· vibration cycle. The effect of 
measurement noise level on estimation accuracy is studied parBeetrically. 
The frequency-dotlnin and the time-domain approaches are cocparcd on D 
one-to-one basis. The cocparison consists of three parts: 
(.) Identification step with no closed-loop control 
(b) Control design st(1) (assuming the model is estfluted a'priori), 
Dnd 
(c) Closed-loop controller with real-time i~eDtificntion and control. 
The time domain formul ation is based on the frcquenc~'-docnin tioC:cl 
obtained froc the wind tunnel tests. The e·,aluetion procedure, therefore, 
has been extended es shown in Fi&ure 4-1 to accontnodate this code! fore. 
4.2 SYSTEM IDm~TIFICATION 
System identification techniques ~re used in the ti~c domain and the 
frequency domain. The correspondins results are cOl:lpared. 
The 4/rcv inputs are applied simulteneously in all channels in the 
nonrotating systems. The phase and amplitudes are changed randomly in ell 
three channels at the end of ench rotor cycle. The oRximuc amplitude is 
about .OOS in the nondioensional units represented by the data (Figure 4-2). 
Oata is collected for 2S rotor cycles giving a total of ISOI points over S 
seconds. Noise free rotorcraft response to this input is shown in Fiture 4-
3. 
Noise free measurements arc studied first. Then three cases with 
measuremcnt noise and noise due to pilot inputs are evaluated. ThUt, four 
c.~es are studied in all. 
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(Ii) Measuremcnt, with _hite rando~ noi,e (noi,e R"5 i~ S~ of the 
urcn-l,.ol' vibration lcvcl). The rcsponse is ,bo_1I in Fi£ure 
4-4. 
(iii) )'easurctlcnts with white random nohe (rJIS 15 2S'!> of the oren-
loor vibration level). The corrcsronding tleas~rements arc givcn 
in Fi&urc 4-5. 
(Iv) A 0.8S "~ rilot input ~r gust disturbance, which causes the 
opcn-Ioop cneontrolled vibration to vary ! 2S~ about its no~inal 
oren-Ioor val~e (0.8S Hz i. seleetcd to be lcss than 1 Hz and to 
not COi'lcicc ,<ilb an)" of the \"ibration frequcncy subharc:onics). 
The variation h. open-loop vibration is shown in Firurc 4-6a. 
The re5J,onse of the rotorcraCt is shown in Figure 4-6b. 
Cosine and 5ir.e coeponents arc e~tracted froD the measured resfonses. 
AZk are cOtlputed (rOD the sine and cosine responses. ~ote that one out of 
four vibration cycles is used for identification. beceuse the rest of the 
vibration cycles arc used to ens~re that the output has reached steady state 
prior to DcasurinG the res~onse. 
The correct transfer ~atri1 as well as the estimatcd values aftet2S 
cycles arc shown in Table 4-3. 
The rate at which I'aremeters con\'eq;e for 5't noise are sho,,'n in Figure 
4-7 (t_o sa~ple runs). A correspondinG rIot for 2S~ noise level is £iven in 
Fig"re 4-8. The con\'crscnce tice can be !:lore than oce sccond. 
A batch tlllxilllUlll likelihood tccbnique is used in the tiClC docain. 
Identified pllrruneters for the four cases are given in Table 4-4. Figures 
4-7 and 4-8 $hows convertencc of paraccters in the tiee-do~ain ~odel. 
Convergence tice is substantial and will deI'end upon the sblre of the lilter 
used. 
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4.2.3 ('ollll'll[hon 
Tbe model. estimated _ithout noise arc the sam~ as the simulated 
model~. S~ noise d~Jrades the ~odel5 to some ~Jtent and 2S~ noise causes a 
.i,nific.~t ~rror. which may derrade the accuracy of tbe controller and may 
uake it unstable. 
Pilot inputs which cause ~odulation of the open-loor vibration arc the 
~o,t troublesome. 
4.3 E\'A!.UATION OI~ TIlE CONTROL. U_ 
Several control laws a~~ 
CreQ"enc)" do!!!ain. Tbe effect 
$~Ened both in tbe time-domain and the 
~casurtm~nt noi~c and rilot inputs is 
Ltudicd. rrad~-orf$ bel~~cn re~1dual vibration n~d sreed or response are 
utabl hhed. 
4.3.1 E!£]Luency-no~ein For~ulatic~ 
Thc closed-loop system is simulated by collecting data over cne 
vibration cycle. settins aside one vibration cycle for computation and tben 
applyin£ the cov-puted fee~back input. ~othin& is done tor tbe followins two 
vibration cycles. Thus tbe feedback. control signal is computed and updated 
once every rotor cycle. 
In the following, two set s of plots lire shown {or each case. The first 
riot shows the sensor ~ca5urcm~nts. which include both the measurement noise 
and the rotorcraft vibration. The second plot shawl tbe actual vibration of 
the &olorcrafl. While the second plot shows the vibration the crew and the 
airframe experiences, the first plot indicates the quality of signal uscd 
for contrel. 
Sine and c05jne co~ponents %k or tbe vibration alon& the t~ree axes 
are entracted. Based on the previous measured valnes or Zk-l' ~%k is 
cODputed. This is multiplied by tbe gain matrices to cocpute inputs for 
feedback • 
The follow iDe sain matrices arc used. 
so 
~ ~.:;::. .. ;a. -, • .4' ~ ... .- L" .. -' .. -
r 'r"7'M' e.n'MpwM~-...oorx'7r'-'s''''''''t' .. .,..,.=eM'''=M ge e a; 4K tOe$"·«:?'i1ti$-!rrtti::""~.H!t le' 'rec7e-,.tr:=:'1:!t--... :;z:;. 
.... 
rod 
(1) 
(2) 
-1 Co & 1 , since there arc three inputs and three control~ (each 
'litb a sine and a cOSIne component) in our e:umpJe, it is possible 
to mllke: tlds choicc. ThiP. if, the Cute.t rossible controller, 
leading to vibration reduction in about four vibration cycles, 
under ideal conditions. 
-1 G c aT wbore a < 1. Tho thlle COflstlnt incrcasrs as a is 
decreased from one. 
(3) G" nl(}1"" A)-l noTa .. 11), 0 h .. et to identi ty, and A and B 
lire varied. 
The results for meaSllrCl!:ents with and witbout noise arc 5f.o., .. n in 
figures 4-9 to 4-19 and arc ~ummarized in Table 4-5. As a general 
conclusions as tbe ~ains are reduced the steady-state vibration response due 
to measurement noise goes down hut tbe converrence time toes up. The 
presence of pilot-induced open-loop viDration can significantly degrade tbe 
closed-loop results and hitb gains are needed to minimize tbe impact of this 
effect on closed-loop performance. 
4.3.2 Tice-Dornai~ Fo~ulntJ~ 
In tbe time domain formulation, tbe basic dynamic model oC the 
rot~rcraCt is extended to include frequency-shaping of belicopter vibration. 
This gives a 9-stete Cormulation Cor tbe t~ree-axis r-roblem. The control-
law is designed by optimizing a quadratic cost functional in the states of 
tbe intended system lind tbe input. The model in tbe discrete formulation 
has the Corm: 
Note that the second equation hn. open loop poles at cos (~, M) 
v 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
! J s!n(w
v
4t). Thc~c poles have a continuous frequeD~Y of 
the unit circle. Tho haseline control law minimizes 
II' and arc on 
v 
t cf e.en .. : 
')1 
.... ..__. .. n. 
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111e n,.minal \'aJ'le o( h 
u Co I 
R 3 x ~o . The c,'ntrClI law i. of the: (,.nn . 
Tlble 4-6 shows the closed-loop eitenvalues of the time do~ain 
controller with b. 3 x 108 • 1~e absolute value of the closed-loop 
ei£envllues is also shown. As is well "nown Cor dirital systems, the 
distance of the closed-loop eitenvalues away from unit circle is a measure 
of system converrence ti=e (the farther the eigenvalue tho bettcr the 
convtrtence time). The converrence time for the open-loop vibration to 
reduce t~ S~ for the three complex ei,envalue pairs is as follows: 
-3/1n(.989), -3/ln(.9766) and -3/1n(.9737) sample points 
or 271. 123 and 113 uClple points. Thus, the worst case convergence 
ti~e Is 271 sa~ple points • 
~ith sacplln, time of 300 ~er second, the convergence time for various modol 
varies between .375 and .98. To this must be added the state estimation 
delay to deten:line the overall convergence tice. 
FiBure 4-19 shows the response of the closed-loop system when there is 
no measureC'lent noise. Tho converrence tice varies frol:! 0.3s to 0.6s. 
Figures 4-20 and 4-21 show the helicopter vibration response and measured 
outputs in the presence of S% white Gaussian noise. Note that the 
measure~ent is very noisy even in steady state (representing mostly 
measurelllent noise). The vihration is reduced to a low value within about 
the same converrence tiC'le AS beCore. 
Corresponding rotorcraft vihrat;.on and measured time histories for 2S';' 
measureccnt noise are shown in Figures 4-22 and 4-23. Note that there is a 
signifiCAnt increase in the closed-loop vibration level due to the noise. 
The response of the cJoEed-Ioop systec i, cocputed with a pilot, SAS or 
gust input which causes. modulation of the open-loop rotorcraft vibration. 
The modulation has a cagnitude equal to 25~ of the open-loop vibration with 
• frequency of 0.85 nz (see Fisure 4-6a). Figure 4-24 shoUI the closed-loop 
response of the ,ystel:!. The resronse is codulated at 1.70 liz and has a 
magnitude of about 1at of the open-loop vIJue. 
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'~e cl~.~d· l~or r~sronses Cor tbe ba5rli~e controller arc ~ummftrizrd in 
l'able 4-7. The lUIS value oC residulIl vibration for noi,,), measurelllentli is 
also determined st.tiltically. actual simulated valu~. arc clo.o to the 
.tuhticIll)' determined quantities. For thh controller 2S~ white Gauuian 
measurement noise doe~ not appear to clu~e ~ajor problems. Pilot-induced 
Icsponses CQuid be imrortant. 
To study the behavior oC the closed-loop system with variations in 
tranftient resronse time, two additional control llws arc designed. In the 
first one, the control renalt)' is reduced by a factor of ten to 3 1 107 and 
in the second one by a factor of one hundred to 3 x 106 • Thcse ptDal t)' 
reductions ~ill cause the closed-loop ~irenvalues to migrate aw.y from the 
unit circle CAusing the transient response to be Caster. Figure 4-26 shows 
tho dosed-loop response with S'!'. noi Ie level and b" 3 1 107 (DlediU!:l speed 
controller). The resronse oC the ~edi~ speed controller with pilot-induced 
variations in ~ren-loop vibration i. shown in Figure 4-26. A comparison of 
Figures 4-20 a~d 4-25 shows that increasing the speed (or gain) of the 
controller iccreases the residual closed-loop vibration duo to ~easurement 
Loise. A ,i=ilar cocparison of Fi~ure 4-23 and 4-26 indicates that the 
reverse is true of pilot induced variations in open-loop vibration. Thus, 
in the desi,n oC clostd-loop control syste~ Cor rotorcrcft vibration control 
a trade-ofC ~ust be eEtablished to ensure tLat reasoncble residual vibration 
is obtained both in the presence of ceasurecent noise and open-loop 
variations in rotorcraft vibrctions. 
The magnitude oC the eigenvalues and the corresponding conver~ence 
times in te~~ o! the number of sample points is given in Table 4-8. 
Transient resronse can be significantly accelerated by simply decreasing the 
control weirbting. 
Table 4-9 sbows the RMS steady-state vibration lev~l for tbe three 
controllers with 2S~ measurecent noise and with pilot-induced variation in 
open-loop vibration. The Caster resronse causes an a~plification of the 
measurement noise. It is very beneficial Cor pilot i~duced input. 
The controllers with raster response arc also less robust. Modeling 
errors farther a_ay fro~ the vibration frequency can drive the controller 
unstable or degrade p~rror~ance. 
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4.4 ru-:AJ.-TlMJi ES1 Jr.tAl'JON ANO CON'IlWI. 
1111s section dlscu.scs the implementation of vibration control laws 
where the system Identification and feedback control functions are performed 
in real-time rather than off-line. The iasues of significance are 
(0 Stability problems in the prcsence of noise, 
(ii) The intervals ovcr which the model must be updated, 
(iii) Steady-state response, and 
(iv) Nced for ca~tion or dual crntrol. 
These areas are studied through simulation in the following subsections. 
4.4.1 Frcqueney-Domain Forr:1Ullltion 
The frequency-domain control law is simulated using the Kalman filter 
cstimate. and gains froc Section 4.3.1. Results in the presence of three 
different kinds oC noise sources (discussed in Section 4.2) are sho~n in 
Figures 4-27 to 4-29. Note sisnificant performance degradation when pilot-
induced inputs modulate open-loop helicopter vibration lcvels. 
4.4.2 Time-Domain Formulation 
The time-domain ~pproach is implemented as follows: 
OControl law updated every rotor revolution and is based on the 
solution to a Riccati equation 
OIdentification performed recursively, updating parameter values at 
every sample point 
.[stimation accuracy computed using information matrix 
o The ent! re procedure I, impl emented in 'quare-root form 
_Sampled-data control design and covariance analysis 
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Relultl in tho absence of measurement noise are sho~n in Fi£ure 4-30. 
~lgure 4-31 expands the first 500 ~atl points and shows the building of 
control ~nd filteted stute. 
A white-Gau,siln noise with an RUS value of .6 il addcd to the 
measuremcnts. The measured tb,e hhtories arc shown in l;lgure 4-32. The 
actual accelerations with closed-loop control arc given in Fi£ure 4-33. 
tlosed-Ioop system appears well controlled. 
·rhe corresponding time histories for noise within ~ l/rev around the 
vibration frequency (a two pole filter is used with white noise input) arc 
shown in Figure 4-34 and 4-35. Note that there is si~nificant helicopter 
vibration in the steady-state. Part of the steady-state vibration is due to 
parameter ~'timation error and partly because of feeding measurement noise 
directly into tbe plant. 
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SEITION S 
~;t1mIAJ:J. rONn,USIONS At-tD 1-11111RE won..-
The analysis presented in this report compares the frequency-docain and 
the time-domain uI'proache5 for effectiveness, robustness and implementation 
complcxity. The study hilS attempted to point out tbe advantages and 
disadvantages of both approaches. 
S.l CONCLUSlONS 
The following conclusions may be drawn based on the theoretical 
analysis presented here end the simulation re~ults based on one specific 
model form. 
~ystem Identification Methods 
System identification met~ods arc available for both the frequency-
docain and the time-domain approaches. These techniques ma~' be implemented 
on-line in a recursive mode or off-line in a batch mode. The off-line 
approach can give more accurate models for specific flight conditions •. To 
track parameter ,'arietions, the on-line approach will have to use a rast-
fading approach. 
It is necessary to base models on data in the ill'.:nedillte nei!;hborhood of 
the vibration frequency. Appropriate approaches which IIIake tbis possible 
have been specified for the time-domain approach. 
When local models are used in the frequency-domain IIpproach tbe pseudo 
measure~ent noise is non-white. Usc of IIppropriate noise models clln give 
improved results. 
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The time-doCiaill approach aJ1pear~ to be more robust (has hirhcr &ain and 
vhftse martins). ~ost of this robustness is available mainly because the 
inputs can be updated more frequently. However, it appears that gain 
scheduling can be used in the frequency-domain approach as in the time-
domain approach. Vore Foints may be needed in the frequency-domain approach 
than in thc time-domain. 
Transient Rcsron~e 
When the rotorcraft is operating at one-flight condition and the open-
loop vibration is constant, transient response in the frequency-docaln is 
superior to that in the time-d~maln if tle transfer matrix is known exactly. 
The settling time in the frequency-domain is about one roto~ cycle. If any 
of the above conditions do not hold, the transient settling ticc can 
increase substantiall:r. The hster settling tice also pl:sces ccrtain 
closed-loop cieenvalues nearer the unit circle with possible impact on 
robustness. The transient response for the time-domain ccntroller may be 
made arbitrarily fast. However, faster response reduces robustness because 
it incrcases f.ain away from the vibration frequency. In practice, the 
transient settling time will be deterltlned by a priori confidence in the 
model and the distance of structural modes from the vibration frequency. 
Susccptibility to Noise 
Roth techniques are hinhly susceptible to noise, partiCUlarly 
variations in Lpen-loop vib~ation due to pilot inputs and noise. The 
residual vibration increases 8S the transient settling time is reduced. 
5H 
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h1plerncntlltion Comrle~Hy 
Iloth approaches require similar actuators and sensors. The time-domain 
contruller is easier to implement even with on-line identification. 
S.2 FVlllRF. RESEAROI 
Future research should bc performed along the following directions: 
(i) Establish definitivcrelnti~nships bot~een robustness, transient 
response and susceptibility to noise for each of tho two 
techniques. 
(ii) Study the effects of other kinds of noise sources. 
(iii) Further simulations for both approaches. 
(iv) Perform wind-tunnel and flight tests for each of th, two 
approaches to provide an understanding of the impact of 
unmodeled parts of the s)'stem on closed-loop behavior. 
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TABLE 2-1. SUMMARY OF PAST 'GORK ON REGULATORS FOR HELICOPr~~ VIBRATION ALLEVIATION 
(Taken from Ref. i3). All references may be found in that report.) 
Rel::Jlator I Reft'rcnce rnvestig.1tion IdcntifiC:ltion Controller 
type 
In':aria~le Kretz et aI. (I97Ja.b) Expelimt'nt I.east squarl'~ J .. zI z 
cpen :C'C'p ~cCloud and Kretz (1974) Experiment Lt'ast S'1U,lres .J ,. z?z 
~cCloud (1975) Theory Least s'1u:lres J = zT\.: z z 
~cCloud and \.:eisbrich (1978) Experiment Le.1s t S'1U,l rc~ T J " z :':7.z 
Bro'-'!1 and ~lcCloud (1980) Experiment I.e:lst s'lt.Jarl':; 1 _ II; ~ 
· - 7. 77. ,T" ,': 
Sissingh and Dunham (1974) Expcriml'nt Din'ct lrl\'cr~(' Dir('cl in':~l' .. e 
rClo'ers (19;3) ExperiMent \',lriolls methods Di rect in':ero;e 
\;oC'd et :11. (1980) Experiment V.1rinllS metho<ls Direct in':(:l'se 
r:,';aria!:-le Shalo' and Albicn (1980) F.xperimcnt Direct inverse Oi reet in' .. er~e 
C le-scd 10'-'j) Sha'" (19d(l) The0ry Di rect inver~e Direct in':o:-rsc 
.-\d..l,t h'e H,l~.::le-nd (I :.~.O) El!periment K.llm.1n flltl'f. T .1nd Zo ' T... • . · = ~ ~~ ..• C·ltl~lP~ 
\'~~n lC','p ~"lusis ct .,1. (1 ~81) r.l!periment Kalm.111 f1 Iter. T ,1nt! 7.c; J rt.' . , "z 7.7. C;]utl','n 
or pnly zo 
----
A:twtb'c Shalo' (19.'0) Th~ory K.1lm,1n ri Iter. loc.1} T I'lirect ill'.":rsc 
-:k3Cd lcep 7olylor. ~·.1n' • .!r. ,In<l Miao (1980) K,llman filler. local T • ToO ~ ..I = ~ .... z ... 
Iolylor cl .1 1. (1980) Th.!ory 
- --- -- -- -----
"Included in the theorctic;]l development. but not 'Ised in .1pplications. 
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TABLE 3-1. CmlPUTATIONS REQUIRED TO n!pl.E.'~~'1 l-'Rf.Olt.NCY DmlAIN CO~'1'ROLLER 
(LOCAL ~tODEL APPROACH) 
110. of Computations. 
Description Relevant EquatIons Per Rotor Cycle 
Harmonic Analysis nN 2'lTt 2nr.t.'1 
Z .. L 'Ii cos 7 Equivalent ic t=l to FIT for (~ote: FIT .... ill 
and 11 few 
nN > spcctr;tl requir~ m~re CC~?U-2'lTt tat ions. but is not 
Z .. L ':Ii sin- lines necessary) is 1 n l'" 
i .. I, 2, 3 ••• m 
Feedback Controller Ok = C1zk_1 + C2Ok_1 4qm 
Control Time cos 2nt/n 
History Generation ut • 
sin 2nt/n 
2nqN 
Identification A A A T Tk ~ Tk_l + (ozk-TkoOk)Kk (Simplified Kalman 
Kk os HkOk/(Yk+M~~V\) Filter Formulation) 
Hk IS (I-~_l11!)~_l)Hk_1 (I-~_lt.'J~_l)T 
T 
+ ~_IKk_lrk_l+Qk_l 
Gain CO::lputation AT C .. -DT W 
(Cautious Con- I z 
troller) C2 a DW!lO 
n AT A -I D (T W1.T + Wo + W60) 
* Onc computation is approximately one multiplicatIon plus one addition. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
--
-
I· 
. 
\ 
---
I 
. 
St(>p 
I 
2 
TAlII.F 3-2. ~11HJIFIt (If ('mll'lITA1"IONS 1·11R FD.I-:J)-(iAIN 
l'UIE-IlUJIAIN VlflRATJON JU-:IlUcrWN lll~mtol. l.A" 
'" .\\' . (If C:"Il!I'U t /I t h'n~ 
Ill'script 1cm Rl'1.1tl·d Equ:ltiC'lls rl'r S.lmpl C' I',dlll 
F11t('r 
-+ 
2 2m z (,.., Z • a 
\' 
Control taw U . COx + C1z -+ C2z 3mq 
. ( 
1 
_ .. _-... _--,.. 
---
, 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
I 
1-
lAIII.1-: 3-3. NmUII~R OF rWII'lITATWNS J,llJ( Jl!J.J.\'-AIIAJ'J'J\'E 
THIJHlmlAIN nlNTIWI. J.AW 
,---------------------------------------- ---------------------
ld update 
t1N:1odified KalClan 
update 
COIllPutational 
COl!lpiezi t)' 
2 (61 +81+1)m 
Nume ri ell JIcha\' ior Suitability for adaptive 
control implementation 
poor. results in NumericAlly unacceptable 
'burst instability' 
--------------~------------+------------------~-------------------.--.----
1I-f) factored 
covariance update 
with resulari~ation 
2 (61 +8s)1L 
inforClatioD 
C,'od. inappropriate 
for fbed-point 
ar i thme: tic 
Easy i~plementation of 
minimum variance type i 
contr(ll hws. difficult to i ! 
e%ploit a-priori 
Can use a-priori siructure I 
and infor~ati(ln directly. I 
Can be used ~ith variety or! 
control design alsorithms. I 
i 
r----------------+------------4------------------~---------------------------, I reasonable Potter square root 2 Cl2s -t7s+3)~ Good I needs square roots 
I 
. 
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'... 
'. 
'. 
'. 
.--
,. 
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"AlII.t~ 4-1. 1'HANSFER l'lINn-JON Tltl02 FOR 
ANI) 100 KNOTS (FROM REF. 16}) 
ORlG'~J ".1. r':.~,: :8 
OF PO a:...: ~~' ...... II-" 
110 KNOTS 
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TAIII.E 4-2. STAn· SI'An: liE S l'IU I'f ION MA llU n:s Hilt 
ImTOUl'HAI·" .. \'IIIHATION AT KO t\~(JTS 
• ~ (0 .• ",," O.ClOOO 0.00":] (;d ~ [0.6000 ., O.OO()() 0.4()OO O.OO(lO 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.4000 0.0000 
lined on 
111 
['0 •. 1444 -D4.8268 .0.4742] [173.11" 
-97.5373 -52.4049 26.9036 -56.9288 
J .0457 -911.48S0 -19K.2593 4.6005 
112 
( OS. 3 033 -147.2091 
39 '''''] 
[132.,2,0 
-3S.9294 -79.3323 -52.5713 -24.5194 
2.9470 -305.4933 -195.6688 3.7123 
cos sin 
0.1634 0.6845 Yertical 
-0.4094 0.2145 Lateral 
0.0269. 0.0362 Lonsitudinal 
where 
X i • 1 
~ ~'x . • GdU i 1 
y. .. II] Xi • Dl u. cosine cOClponents 1 1 
y. '" 112 x . • D2u i sine components 1 1 
_ .._-- -- ---------
0.0000 0.01100] 
0.60(10 o.or-oo 
0.0000 0.6000 
III 
-81.1"0 ".7.90] 
-45.0650 4.3788 
-25.6997 -196.6914 
112 
-90.7718 
".013'] 
-80.6299 -43.9430 
-165.9383 -]51.6213 
ORiGIU/;L p':~.: ~~. 
OF POOR (.:':.:.i :\. 
1'AJlW 4' 3. JIIENl n'JI'.J' VAI.tlrs (II-' l'\(Ar-;SJ'l~H ~IAl'HJ(l~S I'U\( \'ARWtlS ('USJII1'WNS 
-, 
4-3a. ~u Mca,urcmcnl ~ui.c (Simulation V.l~(5) 
24ti.4905 -126.9578 5.3513 59.2212 -55.4642 0.5946 
-177.9708 -82.6902 -96.4113 -76.6687 -29.7998 -56.0047 
8J.8083 23.6948 -339.0359 23.0155 15.29M -112.7393 
-59.2212 55.4642 -0.5946 248.4905 -126.9578 5.3513 
76.6687 29.7998 56.0047 -177.9708 -82.6902 -96.4113 
-23.0155 -15.2986 112.7393 81.8083 23.6948 -339.0359 
\ 4-3b. 5~ Mcasurcccnt ~oisc 
228.7618 -115.5355 4.1620 61.1591 -79.8408 -0.0975 
-201.2055 -79.3397 -96.4760 -62.2130 -16.3239 -55.7717 
86.2400 19.3265 -337.17.00 20.5434 18.8274 -114.1909 
-34.811:; 64.6834 -1.012!! B9.5251 -123.9286 4.2645 
49.0249 18.5928 56.6752 -176.1633 -84.5502 -97.9689 
-38.7759 ~23 .0295 113.7915 67.2966 35.6074 -339.7685 
...-
4-3e. 25~ MCAsurcccnt Noise 
318.8766 -102.2032 3.6299 94.2875 -77.8795 3.0921 
-226.8184 -51. 7225 -101.0769 -91.5136 -12.6879 -56.5297 
48.7592 29.2625 -334.6284 76.3503 -12.6542 -109.4967 
-139.5581 20.8387 -1.0341 153.3878 -138.1573 8.5748 
21.1616 82.6690 57.3932 -150.7690 -60.6836 -96.8024 
-27.'1391 -36.9317 117.2422 73.8549 51.1235 -339.7697 
4-3d. Pilot-Induced Variation in Oprn-Loop Vibration And No ~oi se 
._--- 243.2912 -146.3046 5.7786 88.4342 -54.3660 2.4589 
-159.9086 -10.3621 -98.0988 -186.950B -33.0340 -63.0788 
87.1926 44.2526 -339.4992 -8.1353 14.2206 -114.7309 
-69.9638 18.9536 0.1511 302.8968 -124.2955 8.7989 
62.5147 -18.9634 57.0134 -105.1557 -79.2573 -91.7920 
-26.4943 -24.5629 112.8793 95.0282 24.8475 -338.2183 
' . 
.. ~ . ~ _.&; 10,.. • _J .•• 
• -...;.-_.-.... --------------...;.~ •• , - . !,,~-.;..... ~ 
"" 
'. 
TAHI,I: 4·'4. JlIl:NTJI'JEII VALUES (IF l'Un':-/lIIMAJN JIOIIEI. J'ARA~n:n:1t 
lINJII-:H "AR)()\ll\ ('UNllIl'JONS 
------ ------------------'()pen-i:O~I;-·· ~----------I__------___ J,I-___ 1 ____ )) Vibration 
No Nolle 104.1 -134.8 ~3.7 -81.1 52.7 .1634 .6845 
(Correct -97.5 -52.4 26.9 -56.9 -45.0 4.3 -.4094 .2145 
Value) 1.0 -98.4 -198.2 4.6 -25.6 -196.6 , .0269 .0362 
25~ Nohe 
Pilot-Induced 
\'11 ria t j onl in 
Open-Loop 
Vibration 
I 
. 
I 
103.6 -124.9 31.1 
-95.2 -59.0 23.1 
1.0 -98.2 -198.5 
141.7 -168.2 -8.3 
-111.7 -54.4 6.2 
- .1 -102.ll -194.9 
--
232.4 -235.0 -96.6 
I 
r , 
-49.2 3.4 4.03 
7.5 -107.2 -206.3 
70 
-
174.5 -87.0 56.2 
-67.9 -40.5 10.6 
4.3 -25.9 -196.4 
135.7 -73.6 46.5 
-82.5 -49.7 6.2 
8.5 -20.8 -199.5 
101.8 52.4 152.7 
-133.8 -36.0 70.6 
2.95 -17.3 -192.7 
,
, •• , ;"._'_'~~ ,0",',-QF.:~:)~·· ... ·· --' 
OF r-(· ~~. -~ \~. 
.163 
- .41 0 
.027 
.160 
-.403 
.026 
.153 
-.414 
.026 
, , , 
.684 
.214 
.036 
.701 
.209 
.036 
.689 
.208 
.037 
-. 
I 
i 
___ ~_-' ____ - __ a&&---.:.-_-...:;;;:,-::-::',:.::~~.;;,.=-:.-.:.:«'=-.:.i1::--.: .. :;.. • ..:-::.... ... _-_________ ,_~';..;.-..:;;.......... ~.L..~. 
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TAIIU' 4-5. (1.0SElH.uOI' l'EH"'OHMAN(1~ OF VARlOtlS FJ(EOlJl·:NC· .. ···1I0MAIf" 
VlIlUATHlN ('tINllWI. J.AViS tlNJlEH VARIOUS C'()Nllll'lONS 
(V AI.tIES ARE CilVEN F(lR EAC'JI (IF 11m 11Uum ONES) 
I ------------------, --- ---- -. I l'l1ot- Induced I Variation in S~ ~h:a5uremcnt 2S~ Measurcment Opcn-Lool' 
No Noise Noise I Noise Vibrations 
Vibration 
, I 
Sensor l Sensor i Out rut Vibration Output:Vibration Vibrstion 
I I ; 
I - .0373 .0123 .11167 j .0615 .0631 ! I G .. T- 1 - .0246 I .0072 .1232 I .0358 .0424 j 
I 
I 
.0023 .0009 .0116 
, 
.0046 .0042 I I - , , ~ ! i I ; , 
, I 
.0132 1.0379 i .0145 .1796 I .0394 .0840 IG i 1. 0247 I .. 0.5T-1 I .0090 i .00f\6 .1183 .0184 .C559 , : , ! I .0008 ,.0024 ! .0010 .0112 , .0030 .0053 , I . 
I , i i 
-
IG .. (TTT+A)-l I Unstable I i (TT+ B) i I I A .. 105 
In = 400 
I G .. (TTT+A)1 I 
, 
.0107 ;.0406 .0202 
(TT+n> .0322 1.0704 .0668 ~ot Not . ~ot 
Ccc- Com- Com-
pul e d puted puted 
A .. 105 
n = 0 .0012 .0047 .0042 
-
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TAIIl.F. 4-6 1·:IGENVAI.lIES OF 11m ('k0SElH.UOI' SYSTEM 
\10'1111 b L 3-10 
Open-Loop 
0.9135 + 0.40671 
0.9135 + 0.4067i 
0.9135 + 0.4067i 
0.4000 + O.OOOOi 
0.4000 - O.OOOOi 
0.4000 + O.OOOOi 
0.9135 - 0.4067i 
0.9135 - 0.4067i 
0.9135 - 0.4067i 
Closed-Loop 
0.9035 + 0.4025i 
0.9035 - 0.4025i 
0.8918 + 0.3980 i 
0.8918 - 0.3980i 
0.8R9] + 0.3970i 
0.889] - 0.3970i 
0.4000 + O.OOOO! 
0.3'99 + O.OOOOi 
0.3999 + O.OOOOi 
7'2 
Abliolute Value 
of ('10 SC: d-I.o(lp 
Ei&envnl uc: 
0.9890 
0.9890 
0.9766 
0.9766 
0.9737 
0.9737 
0.4000 
0.3999 
0.3999 
- -" '.. .. 
_ -... ~ .-._- ... _._--_ ... _----_ ....... -.. -, ........ ..... '.~ ---------
L\.-
......, 
t' , 
~ I ).: 
• t 
· ~I 
\: 
.\ 
t' 
.. 
• 
I 
\ 
/. 
I 
I 
~ 
\1 , l '~'r.J 1.:' 
Open-
L00p 
\'ibrat ion 
First Output .7037 
"-J 
...., 
Second Output .4622 
Third Output .0451 
'. 
" 
" 
~"~' , 
TAALF. 4-7. ctOSF.O-WOr VTnRATION 
5~~ }!e;'lSlIrcrnent ~OiSl' 257. }1L';)slIrcncnt ~:ni <;(' 
i Based on Statb;t!cally Based l'll St;ltistic.1lly 
Sar.1plc Calculated Sar.1plc Calculated 
I 
.on49 .0053 .0245 .0265 
.0015 .0025 .007 :. .0125 
.0004 .0004 .0019 .0018 
I 
-.... ~-... 
~ith Pilot (or Gust) i IndlJced .. ·.'lri.1ticn I 
in nl"er.-1.,'(';' \. i!-r.1~ i~" ; 
. ..j 
~;'Ir.rl~ 
B.j<::·:c 
n---.~)I) 
.1):'9~ 
.00:'2 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
o,"j 
"', .,.. 
" 
.. 
"-
-....-
,'AIIJ.H 4· II. {'OMI'AH 1 SON OF 111E ('(INTIWJ.l.ERS W 11" 1111IEE III F1'l:RENT 
l'ENAl.TlES (IN ('UNllWl. 1~1'IiT 
I lIif,h Control Medium Control l.ow Control 
I Wcightings Weigbtin; Weighting6 
! b ~ 3 x 10 b .. 3 x 10 b "' 3 x 10 
I 
, Eigen\'al ue .9890 .9659 .9003 
~Iatni tude .9766 .9292 .S162 
.9737 .9210 .80lS 
Convergence 
Time to 5% I 271 86 29 
of Open-Loop 123 41 15 
IYibration 113 36 14 
(sample points) I I I 
74 
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1"AlII.E 4-9. STEAIll'-STAn: lUIS VlIlltATJON Fon CONllWI.I.EItS IN 111E 
I'JmSENl1l OF lolEASlIIumENT t\OJ SE ANIl 1'11.01'- INllllCEII \' AHIATlCNS IN 
OI'EN-l.OOJ' VIUltATJON 
llisturbance Outputs 
Slow Control~er 
b c 3 x 10 
Medium Spce1 
b =- 3 x 10 
Fast Control~er 
b .. 3 x 10 
251t White First .0265 .0455 .0771 
Gaussian Second .012S .0214 .0374 
Mcasurement Third .0018 .0029 .00Sl 
Noise 
Pilot Induced First .0S75 .0252 
Variation in Second .0496 .0280 
Opcn-Loop Third .0042 .0019 
Vibration 
I 
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Aln A~[) 
HARMONIC 
A.'\ALYSIS 
~1 " 
1 L· --M~' 
v 
1-______ --; CO!1I'L'TE 11A."!-!(I~IC CO~TE!\T 
(1F CO!"TR(1L 
----' 
Figure 2-1. A Scbematic Diagram of a Frequency-Domain Vibration Controller 
is sacple points per vibration cycle and 
vibration frequency.) 
1<' 
V 
is tbe 
G:,s:ii 
+rniTCnt-r- -f +-r M 
Change \ Cbange 
Input Input 
Measure Computer 
Responle Update 
c 
VIBRATION CYCLES , • 
• , l' 1J 11 1. ,. l' 1. 
I 8 I I I 8 
M C 3 -r--lr C " 
ROTOR CYCLES - .' 
Figure 2-2. Feedback Control Implementation in the Frequency-Domain 
for a 4-Bladed Rotor (shows the transient setting, measurement, 
computation and input change cycles) 
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1'1 an the te s t and Off-line analysis 
conduct test applying using a realistic 
N!! i nrut s hel icopter model 
, 
Batch identification. Impl emcnt renl-timc 
model reduction. identification 
and control design control design approach 
Control 1 a,,' evaluation 
and selection of 
failure managemcr.t 
Figure 3-1. Off-Line vs. On-Line Identific&tion for Helicopter 
Vibration Control 
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SYSTE~I ~IOllEl. 
~'-'1 51: PARA.'IETE1:S 
The filters cover a range around the vibration freq~ency • 
Figure 3-2. Extensicn of 1-faximUlll Likelihood ~:ethod for n.elicoptcr 
Vibration Control Model Identification 
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APPENDIX A 
l1A1JU~": A OATA ANALYSIS. SYSTFJI IPENTIFICAIION • 
.! 
.9lliJ]OL PESIGN, AND SWtlLATION PM'JW,E 
MATRIX il an interactive software IYltea for tho co~puter-aided-desi,n 
x 
and analYlil of control IYltems for dynamic plants. In particular, data 
analYlis, system identification, model reduction, control design, evaluAtion 
and limulation Itepi can be perforced conveniently using l~TRIX. A uler-
s 
friendly interpreter incorporatel powerful operations and ea.y-to-uso 
Iraphics. Tho systea can reduce control system design COstl and provide 
capability for rapid analytical, laboratory Dnd full scale testing of new 
control concepti. 
pESIGN PIfIJ .. OSOffiY 
The deaizln Gnd dcvelop:l!ent of MATRIX is based on two simple ideu: 
x 
1. It should be possiblo to use mOlt desisn and analYlil techniquel to 
lolve any probleo. The sYlteo cuct be responlive to the particular 
taltel of a control IYlteo designer. The outputs should be 
available in formstl that are eaay to co~prehond. 
2. A .ingle computer program muat be capable of performing COlt 
operations of interelt to a control delign ensineer, because 
transferring filel and data from one program to another can conluce 
a major portion of an analyst's time. 
l~IRIX implements co=oonly uled delign and analYlil methodl and 
x 
facilitates uling other current technique I and even algorithml which mlaht 
be developed in the future. The loftware doe. not advocate any particular 
philosophy for control delign or IYltem identification. For example. both 
tranlfor-function and Itate variable control .yetem delisn techniquel are 
offered and can be appliod to the aame problem with equal eale. The overall 
flexibility of the packa.e will become apparent al the loftware ia 
delcribed. 
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MA1~IX provides a comprehensive let of capabilities in a sinsle 
x 
integrated package ~ith uniform data structures and file formats (sec Figure 
A-I). llolt 'bookkeeping' chorel arc perfor£led by tbe loft.are, lcavins the 
control designer free to tackle control problems. It is even possible to 
implement linear control lews Dnd estimators designed by f~TRIX directly 
x 
into a £luI tivariablo control processor, l~CP-I00, desiened and buil t by 
Integrated Systems, Inc. This implementation requires no knowledge of 
assembly language or other real-time proSram=ing techniques. 
MATRIX STRUCTIJRE 
.! 
The structure of the loftware has been optimized for flexibility, case 
of usc, e:paDsioD capability and to reduce the need for the control sy~tcms 
experts to learn the details of operating syetems and programming languages. 
Command inputs and graphics or alpha-nuceric outputs arc in clearly 
understandable formats. 
Figure A-2 shous the overall structure of t~TRIX. The program uses a 
:: 
stack architecture for storing variables in current use, allowing excellont 
interactivc response. Cocmand files and data files, not in current use, arc 
stored on disc. Hacrol Dnd current data arc available on the stack. File 
management is completely user transparent • 
• Macro and co~and file capabilities are used to build a hierarchical 
algorithm structure in l~TRIX. The most basic (and of ton the most usod)· 
x 
algorithms are programmed DS language primitives. Pri~itives are the 
casiest to use and ~ill executc rapidly. Examples of primitives are 
• Macro capability allows a particular string to be replaced by another 
(usually much shorter) atring. This capability must exist in all good 
interlctivc programs or operating sYltoms. 
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arithmetic opcrationl on matriccl, linsular value deco=politionl, Riccati 
equation lolution, r.st Fourier trDn.rora (FFT) Dnd square root eatiaate 
urdate. Specialized and 10.1 co~only used operationl arc uritten al aacrol 
or co~and rilel. When reaearch lead. to neu .lcorithml, thele algorithms 
are conveniently written 01 aacrol and coaaand filel durin, the 
'experimental' It.,O. Only a aelected set of algorithms Ihould then be 
added as languase priaitives, if desired~ A command Cile or a macro 
consistl of a series of lanauage priaitives and other macros and coamand 
rUes. 
HATRIX borrows certain aspetts of its architecture Croa UATLAB, a 
x 
matrix laboratory developed by Uoler at Stanford University and now at the 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. ~~TLAD il in the public docain. 
'~TRIX CAPABILITIES 
.! 
The overall capabilities of ~~TRIX cay be divided into the following 
x 
brood categoric,: 
1. Uatrix, vector and scala~ operations, 
2. Graphics, 
3. Control design, 
4. Systec identification and signal processinc, and 
S. Siculation and evaluation. 
The details on h~ each of these capabilities is utilized arc Ihown in 
subsequent lectionl. A brieC luoaary il siven here. 
Matrix. vector and RCftlar Operations (Table A-l) 
Basic arithmetic operations on compatible catricel are performed using 
standard Iyabola Cor addition, subtraction, multiplication, divilion and 
raisins to a power. For example, the square root or a catrix A il 
computed by the command 
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Basic algorithms for linear systelll soluUonll, eiaensystcm decompoli tion 
(including reliable c!efertdnation of the Jordan fore), sinsular value 
decomposition (SVD), QZ docomponition, and matrix algebraic operations are 
implemented as language primitives. l.Iany of the priClitivos are inherited 
froc ~~TLAD. Nost commonly used oporations on matrices arc available. 
Graphics (Table A-2) 
A powerful, flexible, user-driven graphics capability is available in 
J~TRIXx' Th, command, PLOT(x,y), causes y to be plotted egainst x 
with autolllatic selection of scales, axis labels and orea of the screen where 
the plot is to be made. Only a part of the screen is used for plotting, 
leaving the reoainder for ~lphc-numeric output and command inputs. 
Usins English language cOllll:la~ds, it is posllible to chanee the size of 
the pl~ts, x-axis or y-axis scales, location of the plot on the screen, axis 
labels, title, arid linell, tic marks and ~ther variablos. The available 
coomand structure makes graphics capability extremely useful and user-
friendly. 
Control Design (Table A-3) 
In MATRIX, control design can be based on any of thu folloving: 
x 
(a) Classical methodn including node and Nyquist (including cethods 
for multivariable plants). 
(b) Linear-Ouadratic-Gncssian (LOG) approach, 
(c) Hethods based on A-~ invariant subspaces. 
(d) Eigenstructuro assignment and zero placement. and 
(e) Adaptive control uling self-tuning rogulators and othor 
techniques. 
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For the LOG ~roble~. tho algebraic Riccati oqu,tion il lolved from 
eztended "amilton equations avoiding inverses. which are troublesome in the 
lingular case. The equations are row co~~res5ed with an orthogonal 
transformation followed by tho OZ ~encil docom~osition and a backward Itable 
ordering of tho oigcnvalues. 
Moaningful oztensions to LOG methods require inclusion of dynamics of 
reference. disturbanccs. lensors and actuators. Appendins of dynamics in 
frequency-shaped contral design or nodel-following techniques involves 
forning augmented equations. which are easily accomplished with J~TRIX 
z 
prinitives. Use of frequency-shaped costs with lincular value plots for 
robustnels evaluation allow incorporation of engineering judg=ent in the 
control design. 
Evaluation tools for linear systems include frequency response. power 
Ipectral density plots. time responses. transmission zeros and individual 
transfer function zeros. The principle vector algorithc (PVA) primitivo for 
nUDerically reliable extraction of the Jordan Fore (uith discriminatory rank 
deflation of root clusters) is very useful in modal 8n31ysi5 of open-loop 
sylt.emc of vehicles and structurel. PVA permits computation of residues or 
partial fraction ezpansions of multivoriable systems. 
Dnto Analysis and Syste~ Identificntion (Table A-4) 
Data analYlis and identificatio~ can be performed very efficiently and 
e.sily in J~TRIX. Tied with a flexible B~4phica package. liAIRIX providel 
z % 
a production env~ronment for batch and recursivo identification nethods. A 
universal interface to external li~ulations is provided to facilitate data 
transfer. Data can be censored. detrended and analyzed in J.~mIX. Datch 
% 
procedures include the standard regression ~ethods with analysis of variance 
and Itep-wise regression. State-space and nonlinear batch moxi~um 
likelihood procedures are also available. Recursivo al£orithas such as the 
recursive least squarcs. recursivc aaxicum likelihood and c%tendcd Kalaan 
filter with LjUD,'. modification arc available. All covarience 
factorizations and updates arc in U-D fo~ for nocerical reliability. Non-
par~etric batch and seci-batch acthods using 'the FFT are provided for 
Duto/cross covarionccs/'poctras. Adaptive control algorith=s for 
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m"]tivariab]~ systems using U-D updates can be designed using simple 
cOlIlClands. 
Filter design facilities include Finite Jmpuls~ Response design in 
Chebyshev Norm, Wiener Filters, window-based designs, and Infinite Impulse 
Response design. 
Simulation and Evaluation (Table A-5) 
MATRIX provides capabilities for efficient linear and nonlinear 
x 
simulation. The linear simulation is performed with a discrete 
representation and is structured to fully utilize any sparseness in system 
matrices. 
A general nonlinear simulation model ttay be directly connected to 
.~TRIX~. The software is capable of solving explicit differential equations 
AS well as implicit equations of th~ form g(x,x,t)· O. 
Use of 'chopped arithmetic,' i.e., using various effective machine 
word-lengths. can provide performance evaluation of on-board ~~all word-
length control system implementations. Simulations with finite word-length 
processing elements can thus be performed efficiently. 
NUMERICAL AI.GORITIIHS 
Numerical reliability and stability ar~ important iq all of the 
analysis environments descriDed above. Primitive matrix operations are 
based on the best available numerical soft~are drawn from EISPACK. LINPACK 
and recent research in numerical tfchniques. 
Reporting and control of numerical errors are comprehensive. All 
potential loss of accuracy that may be significant is reported to the user • 
Backward stable unitary transformations are performed on data whenever 
possible. 
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AVA 11.ARlLI1'Y 
MATRIX is currently operational on VAX with VUS and UNIX operating 
x 
systems, IBt.1 3033 end 3081 with J.lVS/1'SO operating :lystem lind CDC series 
machines with NOS operating system. Implementation on other machines is now 
in progress. 
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THE COMPLETE DESIGN CYCLE 
DATA ANALYSIS 
ORIGiNAL PAGE 13 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN CAPABILITY 
I. DATA ANALYSIS, SYSTEM 
IDENTIFICATION AND 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
II. CONTROL DESIGN 
III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
IV. SIMULATION 
Figure A-t. MATRIX: A Data Analysis. Syste~ Identification. 
Control%Design and Evaluation Package 
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STACK 
• OATA 
• MACROS 
.~ 
SI~ULATION 
'lAIN .J ,'ROf.RAM 
PARSER I ) 
~ L , 
ERROR GRAPHICS HANDLER 
r--
FILE 
ORIGfNAL PAGE 19 
OF. POOR QUALITY 
, 
.. 
I-- - ~ COMMAN~ 
MANAGEMENT 
f-- - '1 DATA 
I 
I 
I 
1 
CONTROL DESIGN SYSTEM MATRIX Mer· ifll1 AND ANAlYSIS lnENTlFICATlON OPERATIONS 
Figure A-2. l~TRIX Architecture 
x 
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TADLE A-I. MAnUI CAPABILITIES: MAnUI ARInUlETIC 
:r. 
Data Entering. Display end Editing 
Addition. Subtraction. Multiplication and Division 
Absolute Value. Real Part. Iaaginary Part and the 
Cooplex Conjugate of a Matrix 
Sum and Product of "Iatrix EleaenU 
Eleoent-by-Element Hultiply Bnd Divide 
SIN. COS. ATAN. SORT. LOG. EXP of f,fatrh Eleaentl 
Eigenvalue. SinBular Value. Principal Values. Schur. 
LU. Cholesky and QR Dccooposi tion of liatrices 
Random Vector and Matrix Generation and Manipulation 
TABLE A-2. !!ATIn! CAPADII.ITIES: GRAPlIICS 
x 
Flexible Coamands 
Hul tiple Plou 
Axis Labels and Plot Titlo 
Symbol~ Dnd Lines 
Tics and Grids 
LOB Scales 
Bar Charts 
Plot Location and Size 
Personalizing tho Plot Command 
Report Quality Plots 
3-D Graphics 
Parallel and Perspective Projections 
Surfaces 
Curves 
Viewing Transformations 
.. -
1,;,,: .~ 
G;~ ! .; 
TAULF. A-3. MATRIX CAPADll.ITIES: CON'mOl. DESIGN AND 
Sysl'EA MAJ.YSIS CAJ>AlJILITIES 
ClassiCAl TE~ (applicable to aultivariable cYltoml) 
Dode Plots 
Nyquist Plots 
Root Locus (with Zoom Capability) 
~ Tool, 
Optical Control Design, Dilcrete and Continuous 
Optinal Filter Desi&n, Discrete and Continuous 
Frequency-Shaping LOG Delign 
Singular-Value Decooposition of tbe RetUrn-Difference 
EisensYltem Deco~positionl Including tbe Jordan Cannonicel 
.'orm 
Model Following Control 
Hodel Reduction 
Linear!zation of Nonlinear Systeml 
Uinimal Realization ood ReIman Decomposition 
Geometric Control Algorithos 
llul tivuhble Nyquist Plotl 
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'lAD I.E A-4. )lAntIX CAPAllILITlES: SYSrul IDENTIFICATION. SIGNAL 
x 
I'nOrnSSING ANn DATA ANAl.YSIS CAPABILITIES 
pa ta Dhl'lal' 
Time-History Plots 
Uultich.nn~l Cross-Plots 
Scatter Plota 
Frequency Plota 
Jlhtogums 
pata Trftnsformations and Spectral AnaJylls 
Dctrendlns 
Censorina 
Digital Filtering 
Discrete Fourier Tranafora 
Inverse Fourier TraDsform 
Autocorrel a tion 
Cross Correlation 
Autospcctr~ 
Cross Spectrum 
Decimation and Interpolation 
Maxi~UQ Entropy Spectrum Estieation 
System Jd~ntificatio; 
Step-Wise Regression and Hodel Building 
Uaximum Likelihood Identification of State-Space Models 
and Nonl iroear Models (generated by SysteCl-BuiId) 
Recursive Hlxim~ Likelihood Identification 
Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm 
1-'11 ter fleshn 
Window-Based Methods 
Wiener Fil ter 
REHEZ Exchange Al gorithm for Finite Impulse Rupe/nse Fil ters 
Elliptic. Chebyshev. Butte north Infinite Impn1se Response 
Design 
. 
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• TAdLE A- 5 • UATRIX CAPAIlILITJES: S nmLATION AND SYSTEM 
ihJILDltm CAPAlULITIES 
• Graphical Display of Dlock Diagrams and Interactivo 
Sys teCl-null di ns 
Continuous and Discrete Systems 
Linear and Nonlinear Coo~onents 
Voctor Si,;na1l and Hul t!vadable Connections 
Variety of Input Options for Linoar SYlteCis 
St& to-Space 
Transfer Functions 
Pole-Zeros 
Matrix Fractions 
Uultirate and Mixed Systec Analy'ia 
Interactivo systcm-buildinS will be releAsed in lune :983. 
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APPENDIX D 
OI'TUtM. St:I.J::ITJON OJ: FREqUENcy SHAPING FOR ESTJUATION 
'0 want to minimize the detereinant of the cstimation error by a choice 
of the shaping function. P. 
(D.l) 
whero 
° 
A • f(a:~u) • (F RF) (D.2) 
° B • (F RF) (D.3 ) 
Computation of tho desired fore for P(jw) when N(jw) is I Beneral matrix 
leads to complex equations which cannot be used in practice. Ve drive thc 
results for tho clse where N(jw) is scaled by the S~Qe frequency fUDction 
,(jw). i.e •• all moasureuent noices have the same spectrum. Then R will 
be selected such that 
(D.4 ) 
o 
S (aTal:lpU) pORF (aTal'lpu) • C .. (Fdg(jw)P)dw (D.5) 
Since A and D are both quadratic functions of P. a constant 
change in P at all frequencieG will not affect the estimation error. 
Thus. we can impose the constraint 
(D.6) 
lJ9 PHECEDlXG 1'.\CE T:L.·\."'T( ,~ .. ·()'r - ,\. Fn,,-,wrr 
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OfUGtNAL PAGE r.1 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
Since the error covariance is a matrix, we eust convert it into a 
scalar form for einicization. It is typically uscful to ainiaize tho 
detenolnant. UsinS Lasranse mu! tiplien for the abovc constraint of 
Equation (B.6), we Bet 
• 
a • (ilTapI:lU) • F RF F S(jw)fdw) + x.fFoFdw-l) 
• Tallns derivatives with respect to F F, we Bet 
Tr (C-1 (';;U)' .(';:U) 
_ A-1(';:U)' R(';:U)) 
__ ~a~L~ a ____ ~1 __ __ 
(det (A»2 ° a(F F) 
+ ).. - 0 
The above equation is ,atisfied if 
• F ,(jw)F a 1 at all frequencies 
or 
F a [l\(Jw»)-1/2 
(B.7) 
o 
F g(j(JJ)F 
(B.Il) 
(8.9) 
Thi' equality is physically meaningful because it implies a filter which 
attentuatca the meAsurements over that ranBe of frequencies where 
measurceent noilo is larno. 
For a seneral N(jw), the above equation is empirically extended to 
• the following for F g(jw)F - 1, A-C. Thus, the quantity inside the 
bracket is zero for all w. 
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